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University plans
trip to help victims
Students line up
for five-day trip to
Mobile, Ala.
By Lindsay Baker
GUESl REPOFtlER

Residents in the states of
Mississippi, Alabama. Florida
and Louisiana — especially
the greater New Orleans area
— experienced a devastation in Hurricane Karrina that
wiped the landscape clean
and left lives shattered.
Karrina, "the sixth-strongest
storm ever recorded in the
Atlantic basin," according to
the Wikipedia Encyclopedia,
left people all over the nation
eager to aid in relief efforts
for their fellow Americans —
including BGSU students.
After Karrina struck, membersofUndergraduateStudent
Government,
Graduate
Student Senate, the Office of
Campus Involvement and the
Alumni Connection began to
brainstorm ideas about how
University students could get
involved in helping the victims rebuild their lives and
communities. Over $5,000
was raised by these organi-
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zations to aid in hurricane
relief efforts but this was not
enough; they wanted to do
more.
A five-day trip to Mobile,
Ala., was organized with 54
openings for any BGSU student who'd take a 17-hour bus
ride during their holiday break
to a state thai was in desperate
need of help.
On the morning of Nov. 9,
students were able to sign up
for the trip. Sign-ups started
at 8 ,i.ni. but according to
students, people arrived two
hours early to wait in line.
"It's crazy to think that college people would wake up at
6 am. to go on a trip to help
other people. It's surprising
in a good way," said Andrea
Whinner, junior, who will be
going on the trip.
Whitmer arrived an hour
early for sign-up and was very
surprised to find almost 20
people ahead of her.
If you can remember back
to last year when the BGSU
football team played in
the Greater Mid-American
Conference (GMAC) Bowl, it

Students concerned
about right to free
assembly, due process

KATRINA, PAGE 2

Brazilians found
guilty of nurfs death
The three are expected to face
trial some time next year.
Under Brazilian law, any first
offender sentenced to more
than 20 years is automatically
granted a new trial, so Sales wiil
By Michael Astor
THE ASSOCIATED CRESS
be retried later.
On Friday, both defenBELEM, Brazil —Two Brazilian
men were convicted Saturday dants recanted earlier confesof killing an American nun sions. Sales said he acted in
who spent decades trying to self-defense, believing Stang
save the Amazon rain forest, was reaching for a gun as she
in a trial many saw as a test of pulled out a Bible. Batista said
Brazil's commitment to pros- he did not know about plans
to kill her.
ecuting land-reiated killings.
Prosecutors alleged Sales
Rayfran das Neves Sales
and Clodoaldo Carlos Batista and Batista were offered
were found guilty of killing $25,000 by ranchers to kill
73-year-old Dorothy Stang on the nun, and shot her at
Feb. 12 in the heart of the close range while she read
her Bible.
Amazon rain forest.
Sales acknowledged that
The seven-member jury
sentenced Sales, who shot his employer, Amair Feijoli,
had given him
Stang six times with
a 38 caliber revolver "Even getting the gun and told
him to kill the
on a muddy road, to
27 years in prison. a conviction nun a day earlier. But both men
Batista, charged as
for the
denied being
an accomplice, was
gunmen is offered money
sentenced to 17
years. The men had
a victory in to kill her.
Stang
was
faced up to 30 years
the state of a nun with the
in prison.
Sister of Notre
Stang, who was
Para."
DamedeNamur
bom in Dayton,
FELICIO
PONTES
JR.,
and spent the
Ohio, was killed in
FEDERALPROSECUTER
last 30 years of
Para state, which is
her life worknotorious across
Brazil for corruption and land- ing with poor settlers in the
related violence that in the past Amazon rain forest, helping
20 years has claimed the lives them gain land and protect
of some 534 people. Before the environment.
Her efforts earned her the
Saturday, only eight killers had
enmity of powerful loggers
ever been convicted.
"We think it's just the begin- and ranchers, who routinely
ning, but it's a great beginning," hire "pistoleiros" to harass
said the nun's brother, David and often kill settlers who get
Stang, 68, who flew from his in their way.
During the trial, proshome in Colorado to attend
ecutors showed videotaped
the trial.
Prosecutor Esdon Cardoso reconstructions of the crime.
"Even getting a conviction
said the case would only be
resolved when three other men for the gunmen is a victory in
accused in the killing are con- the state of Para," said Fdicio
victed, including two ranchers Pontes |r., a federal prosecutor
accused of ordering the killing. who has been involved in the
A third man has been charged case since the beginning
with acting as a go-between for
the gunmen and the ranchers.
NUN, PAGE 2

Men jailed for 17
years, three other
men stand accused

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
• from weather.com
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PitDmsman BGNews
A PIECE OF THE PAST: Scott Rogers looks at vials containing bacteria and organisms that were found in the
ice being tested. The organisms have survived for many years within the glaciers.

Ice preserves DNA
Ancient viruses could
be freed as glaciers
melt from wanning
ByBobMoser
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Some people check an ice cube
for oddities before dropping it
into their glass.
It's a long shot that a bug was
frozen inside, or that black mold
from the freezer's ice machine
had caught on the cube as it
solidified, but they check anyway — just for safety's sake.
Now in a lab on the fifth floor
of the University's Life Sciences
Building, Scott Rogers, chair of
the biological sciences department, is checking ice dating
back more than two million
years — for everyone's safety's
sake.
With countries in Asia and
Europe fearful of how an avian
bird flu may mutate and begin
affecting humans, and cries of
global warming coming from
every direction, Rogers' research
into what lies dormant inside
glacial ice is more important
than ever.
And to think, Rogers got into
researching organisms trapped
in time through pee-covered
seeds.
As a graduate student at the
University of Oregon, Rogers
began researching the preserved
seeds that packrats had collected
more than 100,000 years ago.
After collecting seeds, a packrat would urinate all over them
— forming a crystallized shell
that drew moisture out of the
seeds and preserved them for
meals down the road.

High:24'
Low: 17"

BOWLING GREEN, (AP) — City
police can cite hosts of panics
where guests are doing something illegal, a state appeals court
has ruled.
Twenty-five college students
had appealed a municipal judge's
decision to uphold the 18month-old ordinance, which the
city prosecutor said was modeled alter laws in other cities. The
misdemeanor
citation carries Read how The
aS50fine.
BGNews feels
In a ruling about the party
Friday a panel law PAGI 1
of judges from
the 6th District
Court of Appeals concluded the
law was "neither unreasonable
nor arbitrary" large parties that
gel out of control "disnipt neighborhoods with acts such as public urination, criminal damage,
littering and noise," the panel
wrote.
City officials enacted the ordinance to let police cope with
complaints about loud, off-campus parties. The city is home to
Bowling Green State University.
The students who appealed
their cilations claim the ordinance violates their right to
free assembly and due process.
Rodney Fleming a lawyer for the
students, said he would discuss
the ruling with them and decide
whether to take die case to the
Ohio Supreme Court.
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GENOME RECYCLING
(CYCLES CAN BE > 10s YEARS)
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Microbes are deposited onto the glacier by precipitation or by falling onto
the glaciers surface. They can be trapped in the glacier for long periods
of time, eventually melting and becoming part ot the hydrosphere.
Qa om
Mixing Zone

Bowling Green fire
causes evacuation

Mltlpl BC*W

Source Dept of Biological Seances

Rogers was able to extract
DNA from the 100,000-year-old
seeds due in large part to the
packrats unique preservation
method, and he began to wonder how other things could be
preserved over long periods of
time.
And he took this curiosity to
the next level in 1995. Rogers
began working with scientists
at Syracuse on how yeasts may
or may not have been able to
survive in ancient ice.
"I didn't plan on working on
ice," Rogers said, "but you start
working on things, and in time
I've come to this point."
Now studying at MIT, I,i-|un
Ma still shivers with excitement
when remembering her work as
Rogers' first graduate assistant
on the ice project at Syracuse in
1999-2000.
At that time everyone was still
unsure of the project's potential,
Ma said, though each small success kept them motivated.

WEDNESDAY

Hurries

Police cite
party hosts
for illegal
activities

"It was quite interesting,"
Ma said, "because when you
make the hypothesis — that in
extreme conditions organisms
can be trapped in suspended
animation — and look into the
research, it showed the hypothesis to be more and more reasonable, which is very exciting."
Now Rogers and his team
of graduate assistants at the
University bring in ice cores—or
small pieces of ice removed from
glaciers — from the National Ice
Core Conservatory in Denver,
Colo., and slowly melt down the
ice to see if anything has been
trapped inside.
Research by Rogers and others
around the country has shown
that DNA preserved in ice, salt
and amber can survive much
longer—sometimes for millions
of years — while other preservation methods like mummification and dehydration are weaker
ICE,PAGE 2
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Residents were evacuated
from a University-leased
apartment building around
5:30 a.m. yesterday morning
when fire was detected in the
building's hallways.
The building, located at
451 Frazee Ave., houses 96
students — including two
University residence advisors.
There were no injuries,
no personal property damage and no major property
damage as a result of the
fire, according to Teri Sharp,
media relations director for
the University.
The apartment building
was equipped with a hallway
fire alarm, smoke detectors
and sprinklers. The individual apartments also have heat
and smoke detectors, along
with sprinklers.
Students were allowed to
return to their apartments
around 9:30 a.m. after meeting with fire and police officials.
The fire remains under
investigation by the Bowling
Green City Fire Department,
BGSU police and arson investigators. A reward is being
offered to anyone with information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the perpetrator.
The building is owned by
Robert Mauer of Bowling
Green.
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Sign-ups overwhelm

YOU'RE GETTING SLEEPY

NUN. FROM PAGE 1
Bui he warned public interest
could ebb after the initial convictions, jeopardizing efforts to
convict the masterminds of the
killing.
"Only popular pressure made
it possible to bring these men
to trial less than a year after the

killing and that pressure has to
be maintained if we want to see
those accused of ordering the
killing brought to trial," he said.
A Senate commission decided
the killing was part of a wider
conspiracy involving a number
of ranchers, but little has been
done to follow up on their investigation.

Students give service
KATRINA. FROM PAGE 1

Colleen Redmond BGNews

HELPING HAND Jerome Masek a University graduate and certified hypnotist, assists Rose Marie Ackerman in a stress relief
session held Sunday. He can be contacted by e-mail at jemasek@aol.com

Bacteria could survive million-year journey
ICE. FROM PAGE 1
in preservation strength.
Core
samples
from
Greenland, Antarctica and a
variety of other frosty places
on earth have been examined
by Rogers since he started this
work in 1995.
Within the ice he's looking
for viruses, bacteria or small
organisms that have braved
subzero temperatures for millions of years — well l>efore
Homo Sapiens took earth's
center stage.
And now with fear of a
bird flu mutation in Asia and
Europe, scientific research

suggests that flu pandemics
— like the 1918 Spanish flu
that killed 20-40 million people — can be linked to avian
flu that mutated enough to
directly affect humans.
As microbes or viruses are
released from melting glaciers
they can be swept through
the water cycle and encounter newer viruses. That's
when they have the chance
to reconstitute — or borrow
choice genes from one another — which is what's thought
to have occurred with the
1918 flu pandemic, according
to Rogers.
But should people panic

right now over the possibility
of an ancient virus escaping
its icy prison and being swept
into our water cycle? It may
just be too early to tell, Rogers

said.
"My feeling is that it has
been going on for millions of
years, so it's not that new," he
said.
These pandemics around
the world seem to cycle every
60 years or so, with a deadly
virus' sequence nearly identical to one that struck 60 years
before. Research can show ties
between pandemics in 1889
and 1957, 1900 and 1968 and
1918 and 1977.

INVENTORY REDUCTION SAL
1000 s OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED
TIRE SAVINGS

MECHANICAL H OIL CHANGE

This dormancy and resurgence of a virus 60 years later
adds weight to the argument
that they can lie dormant in ice
for lengthy periods of time and
later reemerge, Rogers said.
Though only 1 percent of
organisms they find in the ice
usually grow, some microbes
that Rogers and his team
free from the millennia-old
ice cores are very much alive
— and begin growing when
placed in a petri dish.
It's this part of the research
— going face to face with
tiny time-tested organisms
that stretch their legs once
released from the ice — that
excites Tom D'Elia. a graduate assistant who focuses
on bacteria and fungi for
Rogers' research.
"You're unlocking this
time-capsule of life history of bacteria and fungi,"
D'Elia said. "There could
be potential pathogens;
|we're| understanding how
these things have been able
to adapt and survive."

was in Mobile. Bowling Green
developed a connection with
the community of Mobile, and
according to Debra Smith, the
community service graduate
assistant and an advisor for the
trip, it's important to keep this
connection and build an even
stronger one with the residents.
From Dec. 17to Dec. 22, the students will do whatever is asked of
them in the Mobile community.
They'll be "mucking" — which
will involve clearing out debris
from the houses, or what remains
of them — in some of the hardest hit areas. They will also be
working closely with Habitat for
I lumanity, Volunteer Mobile and
participating in a toy drive for the
children who were affected by
Katrina.
"It's really exciting to know that
people do want to do service,"
Smith said.
Along with the students, there
will be four advisers attending
die trip. They have put in many
hours of planning and are excited
to help, according to Smith.
"The advisers play a very
important role," said Clint
Stephens, the coordinator of
Student
Organization and
Community Service Programs at
BGSU — also an adviser attending.
The 54 students attending will
be split up into four groups of
12 to 13 snidents each with an
adviser assigned to each group.
Advisers will offer support and
answer any of the students' questions about their experiences.
Each student will also be
making journal reflections
nightly about what they expe-

rienced each day and how if
affected them.
"This is going to be a good lifelearning experience," said Adam
McCready, another adviser for
the trip.
Both students and advisers
will be staying at a church camp,
which is located about 45 minutes from Mobile. Transportation
will be provided daily via bus.
A pre-trip meeting was held
Dec. 3, where the students were
given tips on what to expect.
Several speakers came and discussed some emotional issues
they may face on the trip —
depending on the severity of
the areas covered and the damage and devastation done to
the town.
BGSU students, including
VVhitmer, are hoping their experience will encourage them to
help with more community service programs at BGSU. While
they may be helping in one small
area out of many that Hurricane
Katrina affected, it will make a
difference in many people's lives,
Whinner said.

BGNEWS
CORRECTIONS
Illustrators not
credited for work
Friday's cover illustration
in connection to a story on
music performance was not
correctly attributed. The BG
News wishes to apologize to
the illustrators involved.
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COMPETITION CREATED TO HELP UNIVERSITY
(U-WIRE)NEWBRUNSWICK,N.J.—Five architecture
firms from around the world will be developing
conceptual designs for the transformation of the
CollegeAvenuecampus.Thewinnerofthecompetition
will receive the opportunity to develop a landscape
design and design an academic building.

Cincinnati
recognizes
its history
with pigs
ByUsaConwd
THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS

CINCINNATI — Move over, Miss
Piggy. Step aside, Porky. It's time
to share the swine spotlight with
real pigs.
Thecontributionsof an animal
that has been reviled, mocked
and dined upon for centuries
are being recognized in a Xavier
University class highlighting
American pig history.
"As I was doing research, I
found pigs popping up in rather
significant settings," said assistant history professor Karim
Tiro, who teaches the class.
Few realize that swine sailed to
the New World with Columbus,
sparked wars between colonists and American Indians and
helped pioneer the assembly
line, he said.
Spanish
conquistadors
brought pigs with them to
America in the 15thand 16th centuries. Assembly line techniques
were pioneered in hog slaughterhouses by applying simple
repetitive motions to butchering.
Scandals over unsanitary hog
slaughtering in the 19th and 20th
centuries brought precedent-setting government regulation to
industry, Tiro said.
He covers those and other
topics in "A History of the Pig
in America with Especial
Reference to the City ol
Cincinnati Otherwise Known as
Porkopolis."
The last part of the quirky title
refers to a city that has had a
love-hate relationship with pigs
since its heyday as the center
of the U.S. pork-packing industry. Easy access to river transportation and farmland helped
turn Cincinnati into the pork
processing capital of the worid
by the 1840s — and the target
of international jokes about its
"Porkopolis" image.
Appalled at the sight of pigs
being herded or roaming wild
through Cincinnati streets in the
late 1820s, British author Frances
Trollope wrote that she would
have liked the city better if the
people "had not dealt so very
largely with hogs."
"Cincinnati's connection with
pigs has always been seen both
as a serious economic issue and
a point of humor or ridicule," said
Dan Hurley, assistant vice president for history at the Cincinnati
Museum Center.

CAMPUS

'Buy high and sell low*
New business strikes back against high book prices
By Becky BartJodale
ART

Courtney Black is banking on
what he thinks is a sound business proposition: Buy high and
sell low.
That's the backbone of Beat
the Bookstore, a Utah company that is counting on the
student backlash against high
textbook prices to pull usedbook business away from
campus bookstores.
Black and partner Joseph
Biselylastweekopenedabranch
of the franchise next door to San
lose State University. But the
bookstore war isn't starting off
with the bang they imagined.
So far, Black and Bisety have
been unable to persuade either
the Spartan Bookstore or the
university to give them information about which textbooks
S)SU professors will use for
the spring term. The bookstore
does give that information to
another private, off-campus
store, Roberts Bookstore, which
has served the campus community since 1958.
Knowing which books will
be used next term is critical
information for a business
centered on buying and selling used textbooks. Prime book
buy-back time is coming up:
Finals week, starting Dec. 12.
Black and Bisely need to know
which books professors will
reuse to determine which used
books will bring student sellers

••;•.■:.
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top dollar.
Director Jerry Mimnaugh won't including Black's. It has sold
"The business model is to say exactly what information the rights to about 20 others,
buy textbooks from students it passes to Roberts, which is including franchises near De
at higher prices than the other located on 10th Street, on the Anza College in Cupertino,
bookstores and to sell them opposite side of the campus the University of Californiacheaper," said Black, whose from Beat the Bookstore.
Berkeley and UC-Davis.
"They have been a member
store is located on Paseo de
The main way Beat the
San Antonio, in the former of the university community for Bookstore competes is by
home of the San lose Museum a long, long time." Mimnaugh buying back a much larger
of Quilts & Textiles. "The key said of Roberts, which is run percentage of books from stuis buying the books
by two daughters of dents at top dollar, according to
"We are
and knowing which
the store's founder. Winward. Students earn more
do share cer- for their books and the store has
books are going
not in the "We
tain information more used books to sell.
to be used next
business
with them. It's a
semester."
"We try to buy everything
business decision humanly possible from stuBut
Spartan
of
helping
on our part. Given dents," Winward explained.
Shops, a university
other
the longstanding "Campus bookstores do it the
auxiliary that runs
the campus bookrelationship Roberts opposite way," ordering books
businesses.
has had, we look from wholesalers first, then
store, says it is not
JERRY MIMNAUGH.
obliged to provide
at them differently buying back a small quota from
SPARTAN SHOPS
Black with such
than a new com- students at top dollar.
Textbook price increases
mercial competitor
DIRECTOR
proprietary information because it is
coming into town. have far outpaced the rate ol
a private, non-profit organiza- We are not in the business of inflation in recent years. But
tion, not a public entity.
it's not campus bookstores that
helping other businesses."
Sharing information with are .to blame, Spartan Shops'
Campuses throughout the
California State University sys- Beat the Bookstore may not Mimnaugh said, "It's the pubtem use such auxiliary organiza- be in the campus bookstore's lishers. The publishers sell texttions to manage self-supporting best interest, Black said, "but I books to Europe for half the
enterprises associated with the believe it's in the best interest price — the very same books.
university. For example, Spartan of the student and faculty. As We can't control the prices."
Shops runs the bookstore, din- a taxpayer, I'd want to know if
ing services, real estate and a publicly funded organization
Spartan Stadium. Because it is is setting up organizations to
private, many of its operations create monopolies and squelch
competition."
are sheltered from public view.
Beat the Bookstore, based
The CSU system's position is
that book information belongs in Salt Lake City, opened its
to the auxiliary, not the uni- first franchise in Utah more
than three years ago and now
versity.
Spartan Shops' Executive has 15 stores in II states,
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Tan until the end of the Spring Semester
for only $59 unlimited.
Plus a FREE bottle of lotion to the first
T^.
20 people.

Campus
Tanning
423 E. Wooster (Behind ® ) 333-7889

Hurry in.
the Krazu Offer ends 12/16/OS

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
www.winthropterrace.com
(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

r^Wk

Tife

calendar of events
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
The Poe Road Public Art Project:
Student Proposals
Union Gallery
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Information
Days
Wood County Corps (WCC). an
AmenCotps program, invites you
to learn more about the national
community service opportunities
in Wood County Stop by the Wood
County Corps office during information days to find out how you
can get involved and get paid for
community service. WCC is also
online www bgsu.edu/woodcountycorps/ or woodcorps@bgsu edu
For more information contact: Ed
Newman 372-9625
204 South Hall
2 - 4 p.m.
UPS Recruiting, Sponsored by the
Career Center.
Union Lobby

3 Bedroom Apartments

< I

WE'RE KRAZY!

intjpp torace

get a

• Furnished
<!"&
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site GREENBRIAR,
Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

INC

Starting at

$750/month
+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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QUOTEUNQrOTE
"The very idea of freedom presupposes
some objective moral law which overarches
rulers and ruled alike."
Author CS, Lewis

SIAKK KDIIOIJIAL

OPINION

Vague party law still stands as is
Howling Green police can still
cite party hosts if their guests are
caught doing something illegal.
The nuisance party law was
challanged by students, but the
6th district court of appeals has
upheld the law.
The police claim that the law
is necessary to protect neighborhoods from out of control parties.
No one is denying that many
college students throw parties
and that sometimes their guests
do stupid, or even illegal things.
The |X)lice have the right to main-

Y0U DECIDE
Do you think the party law is
overly broad or vague? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web Site.
tain order in the city, but the issue
at hand is whether or not the
law is clearly defined. The words
party" and "social gathering"
arc considered overiy broad and
vague by opponents of tlie law.

Some even say that it is infringing on the constitutional right to
freedom of assembly.
If the law had more specific regulations, such as defining exactly
how far the host is responsible for,
around their property, the city
would find more support and
compliance.
Proposals were made at city
council meetings last spring,
such as amending the law make
hosts responsible for 100 yards in
any direction of their party. But,
the city was not willing to com-

Bill Gates sets charity example
CHRIS
SIGMUND

V WmCakamisl
kmaStatetkafy
hmt State t'nrtvrsity
Wi ndovvs XP just crashed
and Microsoft Word
corrupted my finals
notes. But for once, I'm willing
to cut Bill Gates some slack.
When he's not playing monopoly or hoarding Xbox 360s. Gates
has been challenging the world
medical community to solve
some of our most pressing global
health issues. Ihrough a competition thai offered a total of $450
million in grants. Gales encouraged the world's most renowned
scientists to get creative and begin
attacking disease and deadly epidemic from outside die box
Arising from his contest came
proposals for dried vaccines that
need neither a s\ ringe nor tcml>erature control, means to disrupt mosquitoes' sense of smell
to keep them from spreading disease and a medical lab-in-a-box.
These ideas and other promising research opportunities will
receive funding to start lighting
the horrible conditions of the
Third Wforld.
Two tilings can be learned from
Gates' example, first, that doctors
and researchers must push the
envelope when innovating new
wavs lo create and deliver vac-

cines to the worid's poorest areas.
Second, the ultra rich can and
should be privately investing in
global well-being.
Africa has Al DS and famine.
Asia has deadly diseases thai
spread via mosquitoes and birds.
Millions die and large portions of
the globe are barely habitable.
Pessimistic arguments that
these problems are loo expensive
or too widespread to fight doesn't
mean we Ignore them. Il just
means we change our approach,
conceptualizing treatments diat
are cheaper, more convenient
and more easily distributed.
Grant contests, like theone
held by Gales, inspire the best and
the brightest in die medical community to stretch their brains and
discover unique and ultimately
more effective ways to go about
diese problems. A notable suggestion Gales proposed even had
mosquitoes spreading vitamins
radier than Wi*st Nile vims
The health problems of the
Jhird Worid have liecomc cliche,
too removed from our daily lives
to be intriguing But if doctors and
scientists begin making headlines
with quirky or eye-catching techniques to solve common problems, worldwide interest could be
sparked once again.
The ISU community should
lie familiar with playing an
important role in the Third Worid.
Extensive agricultural research
diat result in honors such as die
ttforld Food Prize is equally vital to
bettering the conditions of places
like sub-Saharan Africa.
We even have campus orga-

nizations targeted at these
problems such as the Student
International Medical Aid Club.
College students, strapped for
cash and time, are willing to contribute to the fight. Why not our
nation's richest few? Gates has set
a precedent for those individuals
They haw more than enough
money to invest millions into
fighting Al DS or hunger and still
afford thai laniborgini.
If they spent just a little time
and, to them, a little money,
maybe families like the Waltons
—ofWal-Mart fame — and die
rest of the lop 1 percent wouldn't
catch so much flak for being ultra
wealthy. Ihey too can generate
media .mention with donations
to help die global community
dial will only bring more, much
needed attention to the problems
Fthical questions do arise,
such as testing these experimental procedures on unknowing
Africans, but they shouldn't delay
action and can be dealt with as
we come lo them. Considering
many arc destined to die without
treatment anyway, it is most
likely in their best interest to
lake a chance with cutting-edge
procedures.
Gates has required those receiving part of the $450 million to
guarantee they will provide any
medicine that comes from their
research cheaply to the Third
World.
I le also said he realized
although most of die research
will likely lead to dead ends, if
even one in 10actualiywork,"it
will have been worthwhile."

Don't ask, dorft telP is out of date
STAFF
EDITORIAL

U-Wirt(/A«nmsl
Daily Texan
University of Texas
Gay rights and the war are
two issues that seem to
make strange bedfellows, though they have certainly
defined the U.S. political climate
since the last election.
All of that political momentum
peaked in the U.S. Supreme
Court Tuesday, where the rights
of the military to recruit and the
rights of schools to prevent discrimination on their campuses
went hcad-to-head. Unusual
interest in the case lead the Court
to release tapes of opening arguments to the news media immediately afterward - an unusual •

move, though die reason for the
interest is obvious
The case will decide the constitutional legality of die Solomon
Amendment - an act letting the
government withhold federal
funds from schools thai refuse to
allow military recruiters.
Many schools have honor
codes with language that prevent
discrimination on the basis of
race, gender and sexuality. The
schools involved daim diat their
First Amendment rights are being
violated because the government
is forcing them to associate with
parties that discriminate.
Tjthcr the university must
forsake millions of dollars of
federal hinds largely unrelated to
die law school, or the law school
must abandon its commitment
to fight discrimination," wrote
The Association of American Law
Schools, who wrote a brief on
behalf of the filing schools.
It is in a university's interest to
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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look out for the rights of its students, and schools should not be
coerced by the government into
having discriminatory recruitment practices used on campus.
Federal funding should not be
used as a bargaining chip to force
universities to allow the military
or any organization who discriminates to recruit on campus.
While il is certainly a time of
special need in our military, no
one is talking about die rights
and wrongs of war when they talk
about the Solomon Amendment.
If it is really so essential for
the military to beef up in light
of the ongoing war in Iraq, perhaps they should look at the
antiquated "Don't Ask. Don't Tell"
policy first.
If the military needs access to
our best and brightest so desperately that it would pull funding
from higher education, you'd
think they wouldn't want to turn
anyone away.
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promise. This is an unfortunate
gesture of ill-will toward the student community.
People need to know and
understand the law if they can
even hope to follow it.
The legality of this ordinance
has been debated in court, and
lawyers are now considering taking it to the Ohio Supreme Court.
For now, University students
have no choice but to abide by
the law.
College students who throw
parties should be intelligent

PFOPT F
ON TIE STREET
Do you think the
University's new health
insurance should cover
birth control?

MARCOS SASTRE
SOPHOMORE, DIGITAL

ARTS
"Yes, I think women
should have the
choice. We're in college, so they should
plan accordingly."

SARAH YACK0
FRESHMAN, CRIMINAL
JUSTICE

"Yes, so that it is
cheaper."

ML

STEPHANIE KILLMER
SENIOR, MERCHANDISE
APPAREL

"Yes, since other
health plans do."

SARAH SK0NEZNY
SOPHOMORE, SPECIAL

ED
"Yes, because it will
help reduce pregnancy
and abortion."

enough to regulate their party.
If they don't feel they can control the party and prevent illegal
activity from occurring at it, then
don't throw one
This law only affects people
when illegal activity occurs. The
question is who should be held
responsible for that activity.
Asthe law stands, it vou allow it
to happen at your residence, you
arc responsible.
It is unfortunate that as a
University community we do
not have enough respect for our

neighbors when parties occur
that this law is necessary.
Clearly the city felt that they
did not have a community of
responsible adults when they felt
the need to enact this law.
Ifthiscasedoes go the Supreme
Court, it will affect all communities in Ohio, such as Oxford, Ohio,
where they passed a similar law
to control Miami University student parties.
If only the city would compromise with students, we could
avoid the courtroom showdown.

Hussein is a clown
in his court circus
power. So it's easy to see why
no one is listening to him.
Meanwhile, Hussein refuses
to recognize the legitimacy of
the court, but understands that
it has power.
U-Wire Columnist
It is, after all, backed by the
Daily Hint
interim government and the
UitMTsity of Illinois
United States, and they're the
people with the guns. That's
why he's playing by their rules,
Remember when Saddam
even if he complains about it
Hussein was a terrifyevery step of the way.
ing madman and an
So, from a social science
imminent threat to the United
standpoint, it's interesting
States?
to watch the shifting lines of
Yeah, me neither. But I do
power and legitimacy in this
remember when he could
trial. But let's face it, it's a lot
fake it — as opposed to the
more fun to watch frjr the next
circus freak routine he's going
crazy thing I lussein does.
through now. Hussein, of
And I almost feel bad laughcourse, is currently on trial
ing at him. He
in Iraq for crimes
was, after all, a
against Iraqis. It
7
think
rhass-murdcring
hasn't been going
dictator.
well for him. His
making
What he did in
entire defense team
a
full
out
Iraq was inexcuswalked out on him
Monday.
of Hussein able, and it's hard
to see him as
They were back
might be
anything besides
by Tuesday, though,
just in lime lo hear
the perfect a monster. I may
not have agreed
Saddam say, "I will
punishment with
the war (
not be in a court
and I could go on
without justice. Go to
for him."
and on about why,
hell, all you agents of
but people much
America," according
smarter than me have already
to CNN.com. 1 le didn't even
covered it), but I can at least
show up in the courtroom
agree thai there was nothing
Wednesday.
funny about Hussein's brutal
Throw in his constant
regime.
assertions that he's still the
But I think making a fool out
president of Iraq, and you can
of Hussein might be the perfect
see why a lot of us are having
punishment for him. 1 mean,
trouble keeping straight faces.
he wanted to be feared. He saw
I think it'd be a mistake to
himself as a gangster.
say the trial is a farce, though.
He was the one man tough
The court itself is working fine.
enough to stand up to the
Witnesses are testifying, but
United States. What better way
getting enough protection that
is there to handle him than
they don't fear reprisals.
shattering that image?
The chaos of the beginning
Proving thai Hussein is just a
of the trial is slowing down, but
doddering old coot with a tenu1 lussein is still being allowed to
ous grasp on reality takes away
speak in his own defense. The
that last little bit of power - the
judges are performing admirafear he still holds over people.
bly, especially considering the
Don't get me wrong he needs
death threats that have surother, more severe punishments,
rounded them.
too, but this one is just too perThe problem is just Hussein.
fect for him.
He's pouted and ranted. He's
And it's not like anyone will
cursed and threatened. He has,
have to do too much to make
in general, acted like a senile
this happen. Every embarrassgrandfather who thinks his
ing thing that's happened to
dentures are transmittingCIA
I lussein, he did to himself.
messages.
He's imploding right in front of
In a way, it's been an interus, and the results are both hilaresting little lesson in power
ious and just, especially since we
politics. Hussein insists that
don't have to lift a finger.
he's still the president, but he's
The funniest part is that
been stripped of his power
I lussein always wanted to be
(being found in a hole in the
like Don Corleone in "The
desert will do thai to you).
Godfather." At this rate, he'd be
Plus, il was always kind of up
lucky to end up like Don k not i s
in the air whether he actually
in Three's Company."
had a legitimate claim to the
CRAIG
C0LBR000K

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.
.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name,year and phone number
should be included for wrific.it ion
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information Or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBtiSSIONS is an attadiment to titenewslPbgnewsxorn
with the subject line marked "Utter
to the Editor" or "Guest CahimnTOnly
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and darky
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the viewsof The BG News.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:

WAN,
THIS PAST WEEK
HAS BEEN HELLISH.
PROJECTS. PEAC7LINE5,
CRITIQUES, (7EVIEWS...

Q: Why don't cannibals
eat pantomimes?
A: Because a mime is a
terrible thing to baste.

ll THINK I'VE SPENT MCWE
iTIME IN THE CAVE LAB*
THAN IN MY
B£P(?OOM

it's news, but it's just not.

BUT NOW EVEPYTHING5 PONE
ANP I GOT A WEEK TO RELAX
WHILE EVERYONE ELSE TAKES
THrER TESTS JUST GOT ONE
THNG LEFT TO PO.

af U AT THE CM?*
v YOL» ^ec Mf££»

Robbers not the brightest of the bunch
I read a lot of news stories.
And a week never passes
without seeing a story where
some idiot tried to rob a bank
and made some ridiculous
mistake. You know, like leaving
a wallet behind, or attaching an
ATM to a chain on their bumper
and when they leave, pulling the
bumper off their car with the
license plate still attached.
Ilie flavor for this week was a
guy who robbed a bank in New
Zealand. Apparently he didn't get
as much as he would have liked
because he called the bank back
a few days later and told them
to have the manager put money
in a bag and stand in the street,
according to The Associated Press.
I can only imagine how that
phone conversation went:
(Ring, ring)
"Hello, First National Bank of
New Zealand."
"Hey, this is the guy who

JOSH
BENNER
Humor Columnist
robbed y'all last Tuesday. I want
more money, so can you just..."
Teller "Do you want us to
bring the money out to you in
like a bag?"
Robber "Um... yeah (thinking, 'wow, that's an even better
idea than I had'], yes, exactly,
that's exactly what I want. Can
you also put a couple of those
T-shirts in there that you guys
hand out for opening a new
checking account?"
Teller: "Anything else?"
Robber "Hmm... well if you
have a vending machine, I'd
really like a Mellow Yellow."
So logically, the bank sends a
plain clothes police officer out,
liut the robber senses something

is fishy, so he calls the bank
back up and tells them to go to
another location.
So the bank sends another
plain clothes cop to the second
spot, and the guy never shows
up. Obviously, they traced the
call to his cell phone. Don't people realize that phone calls can
be traced? Same way when people call in bomb threats. Einstein,
they're going to find you.
It doesn't matter if you pressed
star-67 so your number doesn't
show up, or whatever you did,
they will catch you. and around
the dinner table, they'll make
fun of you and your stupidity.
My stepdad is a cop. I le arrested a guy one time who burglarized a house when the owners
were away. It wasn't too difficult
of a snag because the people
had a security system: the burglar ended up taking a nap on
their couch, and was peacefully

sleeping when the cops came
to arrest him. alter giving him
a glass of warm milk. (The milk
part was an assumption I made).
As for bank robberies, according to the FBI, 76 percent of bank
robbers don't wear a disguise
despite the fact that pretty
m,uch all banks have cameras.
Although some people have had
trouble hiding their faces. One
man put a plastic bag over his
head before a robbery, but he
forgot to put holes in it.
Eighty-six percent of robbers
never study the bank, although
it wouldn't be smart to be too
familiar. A California man
robbed a bank, and as he was
making his get away, his mother
happened to be coining in. She
turned him in
Maybe you're thinking "Oh,
my parents wouldn't turn me in."
Trust me, they would, and you
would never live it down.

Written and Illustrated By led Davis jadavrsQbESu edu

A man once nibbed a Circle-K
by putting a 20 dollar bill on the
counter. When the cash drawer
was opened, he pulled a gun and
asked for the drawer. I le made a
clean get away with drawer, leaving behind his 20. It was a net
loss as the drawer only had 15
dollars in it at the time.
Another guy was a little smarter than that: when he robbed

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. ,our0ni¥0m«i

(419)352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2006-2007 HOUSING BROCHURE

PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST!

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a.home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

445 E. Wooster

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717

a store and didn't get as much
money as he would have liked,
he tied up the clerk, and worked
the counter himself for three
hours (to get that money loo).
1 le was arrested before he left.
Men were in a lineup in LA
when the cops told them to say
the phrase, "Give me all your
money," but one of them internipted, 'Hull's not what 1 said!"

•over 400 apts., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
• no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications

^*d»«%*3-«*d**^*o««*:

College Living
Doesn't Get
Better Than
' This...
Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
Free Tanning & Internet
Fitness Center, Sand Volleyball
& Basketball
Washer & Dryer in Every Apartment
Private Shuttle Route to Campus
Big Screen TV and Much, Much, More.

The Enclave
(Formerly Sterling Enclave)

419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd • www collegeparkwe6.com
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VOTER INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON INTERNET
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio's new statewide voter
registration database is ready, Secretary of State
Kenneth Blackwell said Friday. The system will
give elections officials and voters in all 88 counties access to voter registration information. The
project will cost approximately $5.8 million.

STATE

Neo-Nazis return for second march
Protesters arrive
at scene in Toledo
leading to 114 arrests
ByThomasl.Sbeeran
I HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOLEDO — A demonstration
Saturday by a neo-Nazi group
whose appearance in October
sparked rioting passed with
minor arrests and no significant violence, dispelling fears of
another melee.
About 170 people showed up
downtown in 22-degree temperatures to protest against about
60 members of the neo-Nazi
group as hundreds of police officers stood watch. Police made
29 arrests, all for misdemeanors
including disorderly conduct,
inciting violence and carrying a
concealed weapon.
There were no injuries or property damage, Police Chief Mike
Navarre said.
Three news photographers
were charged with crossing a
police line, said Lucas County
Sheriff lames Telb. He said one
worked for The Toledo Journal, a
weekly newspaper, and the other
two were freelancers.
One of the photographers was
taken into custody while shooting
pictures of the crowd from about
two feet beyond a barricade.

n
'HOUSESP
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for 2006

ID. Pooley AP Photo
ROUGH AFTERNOON: A protester gets dragged away after being tasered by police during a National Socialist Movement rally Saturday in downtown
Toledo. Twelve officers were injured while arresting the disorderly protesters..

Telb would not give the photographers' names but said they
would be released at a later time.
Streets for several blocks near
the central government district
were cordoned off by patrol cars
and concrete barriers. Protesters
and counter protesters were
directed to fenced-off areas.
Navarre said about 700 officers
from across northern Ohio were
assigned to security details or

were on standby. He said gang
leaders and community activists had offered assurances of
a peaceful counter-demonstration, as long as the neo-Nazis
were kept out of predominantly
black neighborhoods — a key
factor in October's disturbance.
The counter protesters,
chanting slogans and carrying
signs reading "Go home Nazis"
and "Stop the hate now," were

GREEN MEADOW
APARTMENTS

kept behind barricades about
75 yards from the area where
the neo-Nazis were cordoned
off. Mounted police periodically
moved up against the crowd to
keep it in the designated area.
The white supremacists
— some in brown shirts with
red swastika armbands, others
in winter clothing — shouted
back and held placards of their
own. One read, "White race,
stand up and take back your
neighborhood."
After speaking for an hour,
the neo-Nazis left the area
in a caravan of about 18 cars

with an escort of several police
cruisers.
The city will spend about
$300,000 on police overtime for
the rally, Navarre said. That did
not include pay for state troopers and sheriffs deputies.
Navarre said the weather
and heavy police presence had
helped avoid a repeat of the
mayhem that made national TV.
"This went great. I'm extremely
pleased," he said.
The planned march by members of the National Socialist
Movement in October sparked
a four-hour riot that ended with

businesses burned and looted,
and bricks thrown at police and
an ambulance driver.
The violence scarred the city,
prompting its leaders to examine race relations and efforts to
combat gangs.
"Iwasembarrassed—towant
to destroy your own neighborhood," said Christina McCain, a
26-year-old black woman from
Toledo who was at Saturday's
demonstration. "(The neoNazis] got what they wanted."
In October the neo-Nazis said
they wanted to protest gangs
and rising crime in one Toledo
neighborhood. Molly Nolan, a
23-year-old white woman who
lives on the city's north side,
said Saturday that the area
didn't have as many problems
before the black population
increased.
"Now 1 don't want my kids to
go out." said Nolan, who said her
husband was an Aryan Nation
member serving prison time in
Michigan for armed robbery.
This time, the neo-Nazis said
they wanted to protest how
police and the city handled the
October confrontation.
Saturday's rally was about
two miles from the racially
mixed neighborhood where
the original march was to take
place.
A mob that included rival gang
members turned their anger
toward police after they canceled
the October march because they
said the neo-Nazis tried to change
the time and route of the protest.
The mob looted and burned a
corner bar and smashed the windows of a gas station. Twelve officers were injured and 114 people
were arrested.
.

214 NAPOLEON RD.
(419) 353-2772

Keep out sex offenders

1 or 2 bediooms
Regularly

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

State lawmakers work
to create new license
plates for convicts

These houses won't
last long

COLUMBUS (AP) — Two state
lawmakers want violent and
repeat sex offenders to have
to use specially colored license
plates similar to those required

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

>/<>* I V

for some people convicted of
driving drunk.
The tag should keep convicted sex offenders from idling
near playgrounds and parks by
making them more noticeable,
said Rep. Michael DeBose, a
Cleveland Democrat.
Ohio has toughened its
regulations on registered sex
offenders in recent years, banning them from living near
schools and approving funding to monitor some violent
offenders with global tracking
devices.
The ramped-up restrictions
have angered some sex offenders who say they're being kept
from returning' to normal
lives.
But Sen. Kevin Coughlin, a
Cuyahoga Falls Republican,

said the license plate legislation is not intended to ostracize them in scarlet-letter fashion. It's simply a way to make
Ohioans more cautious by letting them know when some sex
offenders are near, he said.
The legislation calls for special plates for people convicted
of violent or habitual sex crimes
and crimes involving children.
The restriction would not be
retroactive.
Ohio requires that people
convicted twice on DUI charges within a six-month span
and people who register high
blood-alcohol levels affix yellow license plates to their cars.
The proposal calls for pink
tags for sex offenders, but
OFFENDERS, PAGE 10

HOUSES AVAILABLE

Sell us .yOf/j. „ged boofeS
University Bookstore
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Multi-Purpose Room

Picture ID Required

December 7-17
Wednesday & Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday & Sunday,
Monday - Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7 & 8,
9,
10 & 11,
12 -15,
16,
17,

(9:00 (9:00 (Noon
(9:00 (9:00 (9:00 -

7:30)
5:30)
- 5:30)
7:30)
7:00)
Noon)

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
714 Eighth Street. *A - 2 BR duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4, 2007.
710 Elm Street - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. $740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$740.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
140 1/2 Manville - 2 BR above garage. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4. 2007.
517 N. Summit - 3 BR with garage. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars. $800.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $800.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to
Aug. 4, 2007
We have many other apartments available. Stop in
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. facross from Taco Belli
Hours Monday to Friday 8.30 to 5:30. Saturday 8 30 lo 5:00
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FOOTBALL BENGALS WIN WITH LAST SECOND FIELD GOAL. PAGE 9
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Gymnastics program
opens their season
The Bowling Green Slate
University gymnastics program
opened their 2006 schedule with
the annual Brown & Orange
scrimmage Saturday.afternoon,
with the Orange squad claiming
victory 109.600 — 108.300. The
Orange squad was made up of
the upperdassmen, which barely
held off the underclassmen.
BG will open up their season
with the All Ohio at Ohio State on
January 14. The team will then
return home to square off with
('mi ml Michigan on January 21
at 7p.m. at the Eppler Complex.

Manning
pulls out
aWst
play* win

(§)

JIM
LITKE

Associated Press

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — For all
the film study, meetings and
practices, schemes and coverages, huddles and even audibles,
the Indianapolis Colts' shot at
football immortality came down
to something much simpler.
Trust.
Facing a third-and-seven
at their own 23, struggling to
protect a 26-18 lead with 139
left yesterday at Jacksonville in a
game the)' should have comfortably wrapped up some five minutes earlier, Peyton Manning &
Co. needed a first down in the
worst way. Everybody—the
Jaguars defense included —
knew what was coming next
"We've got who I think is the
best player in the NFL," was
all the explanation Colts coach
Tony Dungy needed afterward.
"We wanted to give him a
chance to win the game."
We know now how it turned
out. The Colts picked up the
first down, ran out the clock,
nudged their record to 13-0,
and locked up a playoff spot
and home-field advantage
throughout the playoffs.
And if they go on to win 19
straight games and the Super
Bowl — surpassing the 1972
Dolphins in the bargain — that
simple 12-yard hitch throw from
Manning to Dallas Clark will say
as much about their success as
anything that happened before
or after.
Ahead 26-3 with about seven
minutes left, the Colts elected
to play prevent defense against
a Jaguars team that hadn't
completed a pass longer than
16 yards all day. So, naturally,
Jags quarterback David Garrard
hooked up with Jimmy Smith
for 31 yards on the first play of
the drive. Jacksonville went on
score, then recovered an onside
kick, scored again and added a
two-point conversion.
But this time, with three timeouts left, Jacksonville coach Jack
Del Rio elected to kick off long
and see if his defense could get
the ball back.
It looked like a smart move
when his defense stiffed
Indianapolis running back
Edgerrin James for three yards
on the first play and zero on
the second. With the Colts in
an obvious passing situation,
the Jacksonville pass rushers—
who'd already sacked Manning
a season-high three times
—came ftying in fast and furious. Tackle John Henderson collapsed the pocket, then reached
out to wrap up Manning with
both arms extended — a halfsecond too late.
"It's called a 'trust' play,"
Manning said. "Coach Dungy
made the call and I had to backpedal a little because the guy
was in my face. You just trust
that Dallas will be in the spot,
because I couldn't really see
him.
"It's the greatest feeling when
it works," he added, "because
while you can't see it, you can
hear it"
What the Colts have been
hearing daily—and will continue to hear until their journey
is done — is advice on how to
COLTS, PAGE 8
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Why study? Watch
sports

Heisman
winner
debates
NFL draft

A practical guide to the week's best
sports when you are sick of exams

By Sean Corp
SPORTS EDITOR

It is the beginning of exam week, which
leads the student body with one
essential question — "How do I put
off studying for my exams?"
Fear not, because the world
of sports is always there for you.
Instead of trying to dissect the
geopolitical climate of
Western Europe during the late 1800s
why not indulge in
a little basketball?
I nstead
of trying
to load as
much information into
your
graphing calculator as
humanly possible
watch a lumberjack
competition.
And then of course there
is appointment viewing that
should not be missed — two words:
Scrabble. Championships.
Here is a handy guide to the procrastinating populace that might not have something better to do, but want to amid thinking for a few hours.

Monday
6:30 p.m.: Quite Frankly with Stephen A.
Smith (ESPN)
The resident rabble-rouser of ESPN is a
love him or hate him figure. Either way he
usually manages to entertain for his allotted hour — that is if he isn't kissing the
rear of one of the sports world's superstars.
He is usually at his best when something
makes him angry, and that seems to happen quite a bit.
8 p.m.: Code Breakers
ESPN lives up to the "E" in their name
by running an original Film about cheating
at West Point academy, including the son
of the football coach. The coach is played
by Scott Glenn who used to be in good
movies like Nashville, Apocalypse Now,
Urban Cowboy and The Right Stuff. Now
he is sharing top billing with Zachary Ty
Bryan. Apparently ESPN is the place where
respectable actors are put out to pasture
— Scott Glenn, Tom Berenger, Christopher
Plummer and Brian Dcnnehy. Not a good
sign for Barry Pepper.
9 p.m.: Monday Night Football - Saints at
Falcons (13 ABC)

Once you
realize
that
"Codebreakers" is no good
flip on
Monday Night Football for what could be
a very entertaining games between two
cousins (Aaron Brooks and Michael Vick
respectively). However, you may want to
watch the game with your volume turned
down because they are going to be talking
about two things ad nauseum: 1. Michael
Vick's amazing athletic abilities (curiously
they will avoid talking about how he's not
a very good quarterback yet) 2. The Saints'
difficult season dealing with Hurricane
Katrina. If it seems like you've heard about
these topics before it is because you have,
you just have to roll with it.

Tuesday
1 a.m.: Exceptional Driver Championship
(ESPN)
A group of top amateurs try to win a
competition that includes both long drives
and incredible accuracy. It's a shame that

because it is an amateur competition
people will be robbed of the chance
to sec an oft-kilter John Daly
crush the ball 450 yards.
But, it is still a chance
to watch a little golf
without all the boring parts (i.e.: walking, chipping, putting etc.)
I p.m.: NBAs
Greatest Games:
;I983 - Pistons at
Nuggets (ESPN
Classic)
FThis
one
should not be
missed. Not only
arc the Nuggets
sporting
what
could be the most
hideous uniforms
in the entire history
of professional athletics, but it is also one of the
most memorable games in
the league's history. The final
score was 186-183 in triple
overtime — the highest score
in NBA history.
Five other NBA records were broken that game including field goals (142),
most points for one team (Pistons' 186)
and field goals (Pistons' 74), most players
scoring 40 or more points (fourl and most
assists in a game (93).
8 p.m. Costas Now (HBO)
Any time you have the opportunity to
watch Bob Costas take it. In this episode of
his monthly magazine style talker Costas
chats up New England's Tom Brady, who
was recently named Sports lllustrated's
Man of the Year.
Costas is truly an enigma in the sports
world. He has the silky voice of )oe Buck,
only with talent. He has the insight of Ernie
Harwell, but his anecdotes are only half as
long. And, he has the humor of Bob Decker,
but with better scats.
9 p.m.: Top 5 Reasons you Can't Blame
Earnest Bryer (ESPN Classic)
Browns fans know about "the fumble."
Now, poor Earnest Bryer hasan entire show
dedicated to why he should not be crucified
forhisftimbleonthe3-yard-linciritheAFC
Championship game against the Denver
Broncos with 65 seconds remaining.
Of course Byner went on to do what a
SPORTS,PAGE 9

Championship
game, deadline
clutter Bush's vision
By Ralph D. Russo
IHE ASSOCIMtO PRESS

NEW YORK — Reggie Bush is
on the clock
The Heisman Trophy winner
has a little more than a month
to decide whether he'll enter
the NFL draft or become the
second straight junior from
Southern California to pass up
a chance to be the No. 1 pick
and go back to school.
But it's not as if Bush can
spend the
holiday season weighing the pros
and cons,
pondering
die biggest
decision of
his young
life. There's REGGIE BUSH.
still a nation- RUNNING BACK
al championship game for which Bush
mast prepare.
l<>r now, he's putting his
future on hold.
"I won't think about it until
after this Rose Bowl game," he
said Saturday after becoming
the third USC player to win the
Heisman in the last four years.
"We've got our work cm out for
us with Texas."
Bush and Trojans quarterback Matt Lcinart, last year's
Heisman winner, play Texas
for the national title on Jan.
4, marking another historic^
moment for the USC dynasty.
Never before have Heisman
Trophy winners played togedier in a college game.
The deadline for underclassmen to declare for the NFL
draft is Ian. 15.
Bush did allow for a moment
of speculation at his post-victory news conference at a
Manhattan restaurant.
"I love the whole East Coast
BUSH,PAGE 8
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Skater poses double
threat at Olympics
Davis torn between
speed and short track
skating this winter

University.
"I've been doing this since
I was a kid," the 23-year-old
Davis said. "It's going to be
difficult, but the bigger the
By Paul Nswberry
challenge, the better. It's only
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
going to make me better as
MARQUETTE.Mich.—Shani a person. Win or lose, 1 can
Davis could have stuck with go away from this experience
having learned a
just one sport. But
what's the fun in
lesson."
"My heart valuable
Apolo
Anton
that?
tells me to Ohno is the leading
Davis is attemptconrender for the
ing a historic doudo short
men's team,
ble leading to the
track. That U.S.
still one of the
Turin Olympics,
hopingtorepresent
keeps me world's best shortskaters nearly
the United States
happy, that track
four years after his
in two related but
distinctly different
keeps me memorable perforat the Salt
events.
fresh and I mance
Lake City Games.
There's the tradiBut much of
tional, more sedate
don't Igetl
the attention in
form of speedskatbored with Michigan's frigid
ing, where Davis
Upper Peninsula
it."
already is a world
will be directed
record holder and
SHANI
DAVIS,
SKATER
toward
Davis
a lock to make the
— the rare black
U.S. team that will
be completed at the nation- athlete competing in a winter
al championships in late sport, an outspoken critic of
December.
the U.S. speedskating hierarBut Davis wasn't content chy, a guy who wants to muswith that. He'll also try out for cle his way onto not one, but
speedskating's wild and wooly two, Olympic teams.
sidekick when the U.S. short
Those skeptics who say
track championships begin
SKATE. PAGE 8
Monday at Northern Michigan
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FIGHT FOR POSESSION: The Falcons bounced back from a 6-4 defeat at the hands of St. Lawrence by
handing them their own 6-4 defeat. The key to the victory was the Falcons superior goaltending.

Early lead earns Falcons a win
Opportunistic playing
credited for Saints'
loss Saturday night
By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

Gritty wins haven't been easy
to come by this season for the
Falcons.
But on Saturday night they

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWBGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

gritted their way to a big 64 non-conference win over
the 12th ranked St. lawrence
Saints to close out the first
half of their season at the BG
Ice Arena.
After out-shooting Clarkson
the night before in a 6-4 loss
that saw numerous chances
squandered by good goaltending, the Falcons were oppor-

■r

tunistic and made sure the
chances they got counted as
they only managed 27 shots on
thenighttoSLU's39.
Like the night before when
the Falcons (5-11-1) grabbed a
3-0, they once again grabbed
an early lead, 2-0, and saw the
Saints (11-6-11 come back to
tie the game just like Clarkson
HOCKEY, PAGE 8
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Key goaltending upholds game
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

Michael Canny »P PtMlo

LONGSHOT: Quarterback Peyton Manning rolls out to pass in a game against the Pittsburgh Steelers in
Indianapolis. Manning has two MVP awards, numerous NFL records and is accustomed to center stage.

Win grants Colts Dolphin-level fame
COLTS. FROM PAGE 7

finish our the season.
Those who think the ultimate goal is winning them all,
which includes the Colts players, will be counseling Dungy,
team president Bill Polian
and the staff to keep the Colts
front-liners on the held until
each game is safely tucked into
the win column.
Those who think die Super
Bowl is reward enough will be
counseling him to rest as many
of those players as he can.
Know, however, Uiat Dungy
keeps his own counsel. And that
his players, to a man. trust him
to make the right call.
"Rest?" lames said. "I'll rest
when I'm through playing football. Right now, it's just a groove
that were in, and we just want
to keep going."
But for all the bravado, a
moment later lames conceded,
"WhateverTony wants us to do,

we'll do it.
"It's not a matter of us lobbying the coaches about playing,''
center Jeff Saturday concurred.
"Tony and Bill will get together,
make their decision and that
will be it."
The closest thing to a dissent
vote was cast by Corey Simon.
T grew up a huge Dolpliins
fan and that 72 team is going
down in history as one of the
great teams to play because
they had the undefeated season.
Guys don't want to just stand
around. Guys," Simon said,
"want to go out diere and play."
But the man who signs die
checks in Indianapolis made
clear any debate was academic.
'Thai's why I pay limy," Colts
owner lim Irsay said. "As an
owner you know your coach
is the guy who is closest to the
pulse of die team. He's the guy
in the best position."
Not that Dungy is likely to lip
his hand. I le came up widi the

mantra, "one game at a time"
die first time die question was
asked, and he's sticking to it.
He won't say when or whether
he'll make his decision, other
than he promised to try and win
every game
So when someone asked
whether he was consumed by
die idea of die Colts becoming
a team for the NPI, ages, and
without hesitation, Dungy said
simply, "Not really."
"I know that's hard to
believe," he continued. And
then he paused.
Dungy knows die arguments
on Ixith sides. He's been an
assistant or head coach in the
league since 1980, right after
finishing a three-year stint as a
little-used conierback with San
Francisco and Pittsburgh.
"I was a backup guy and dial
was my lime to play. We won
two games with me playing,"
Dungy laughed, "so I know it
can be done."

Return would ease USC's burden
BUSH, FROM PAGE 7
atmosphere." Bush said. "I can
definitely see myself playing here,
playing for die New York lets."
The lets are among the hapless teams, including Houston,
San Francisco and Green Bay, in
danger of finishing with the worst
record in the NFL and the first
pick in die draft.
leinart said he wasn't ready
lo give up college life after winning the I leisman in 2004. But he
also knew he was coming back to
play with Bush in an offense that
might be unmatched in the fusion, of college footbalL
F.ven widiout Lefaiart, USC
would have been tough to beat
this season. With him. die Trojans
have run their winning streak to

34 games and on become the
first team to win three straight
national championships by bcatingT'exas.
Bush dianked Icinart on
Saturday saying, "Your decision
to come back has changed my
life."
If Bush returns to USC, he'll
make life a whole lot easier for
highly touted quarterback John
David Booty, Leinart's likely
successor.
The pipeline of talent ninning
into USC these days is unsurpassed, but replacing Bush and
leinart in the same year would
be daundng.
If Bush does come back, he'll
lie the third straight I leisman
winner to play another year of
college football and a huge favor-

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2006-2007
SCHOOL YEAR

ite to repeat
Oklahoma quancihack (ason
White, whose NIT. prospects
were suspect at best, got a sixth
year of eligibility after winning
the I leisman in 2003. White finished diird in the I leisman voting
last year behind U'inart and fell
short in his hid to become the
second two-rime I leisman winner, along widi Archie (iriffin.
U'inan finished third behind
Bush and Texas quarterback
Yince Young.
Bush's victory was one of die
most lopsided in lleisman history. Only ()|. Simpson, another
star tailback from USC received
more first-place votes (855) than
Bush's 784.
Young also a junior, has said
he intends to return for his senior
season, but his NKL stock has
been on the rise, too.
He and Bush could bodi lie
back in New York next year for the
Hcisman presentation.

University Golden Knights had
done on Friday.
However, in the end, instead of
givinginto the momentum shift,
the Falcons got strong goaltending of their own and pulled
out the win despite the Saints
seeming to out-play them most
of the night coming back on two
different occasions.
Ion Horrell got the start for
BG and came up with some big
stops at key times as they struggled defensively giving up costly
turnovers. He finished with 35
saves for the night.
"lonnie Horrell was outstanding," Falcon coach Scott Paluch
said. "I think he won us the
hockey game tonight."
Horrell knew that he and his
teammates had to play well
going into Christmas as they
couldn't afford to get swept on
the weekend.
"This means everything," he
said. "Takinga win like that over
a highly ranked opponent into
the break is so big for us. If we'd
of come out and played tentative
and maybe not done well then
we'd of had to stew about that for
two weeks."
Don Morrison made sure

Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
i Listings available for Spring Semester 2006 *
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30-4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

head.
"It was a huge goal," Paluch
said of the third goal. "It'sagreat
sidebar that Brandon gets it
based on what a serious situation it was last night."

SKATE, FROM PAGE 7
Davis should focus on one sport
serve only as motivation for the
tall, lanky skater who grew up on
Chicago's South Side.
"I don't go on what people say,
I go off my heart," Davis said.
"My heart tells me to do short
track. That keeps me happy, that
keeps me fresh and I don't Igetl
bored with it."
He knows it won't be easy to
make both Olympics teams.
Davis already got a sampling of
that when he didn't qualify for
the American squad that's been
competing on the World Cup
circuit this fall.
Despite that setback, he
still has a chance to make the
Olympics in this free-for-all of
a sport where the skaters race
each other — not the clock —
within the tight confines of a
hockey-sized rink.
"It'sgoingtobehardertomake
the short-track team," Davis
conceded. "I already prequalified in a lot of distances for long
track. 1 think 1 will retain those
spots no matter what happens.
But in short track, you can't
prequalify. You've got to show
up for those couple of days and
be strong, be in the top five."
Anything goes in short track,
as Ohno discovered at the
2002 Olympics. In one event,
he claimed a silver medal even
though he was taken out by a
crash on the final turn, forcing him to crawl across the line
with a bloody leg. In another
event, he again finished second
but was awarded the gold when
a South Korean skater was disqualified for an illegal block.
Many sports, including longtrack speedskating, have gone
away from a make-or-break trials to determine the Olympic

ENTERPRISE SQUARE
out of waimmoQMfitaw
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DRIVEN: Sham Davis, of Chicago, skates during the men's 1000m race
at the ISU World Cup Speed Skating competition in Wisconsin.
team, preferring a system based
on long-range performance that
ensures a top athlete won't be
knocked out with one poor day
or some other fluky event.
But short track still does
things the old-fashioned way,
which means no one — not
even Ohno — is assured a spot
in Turin.
Ohno would have preferred a
guaranteed spot on the Olympic
team, but he also realizes that
his presence at the trials will
draw attention to a sport that
gets scant coverage in nonOlympic years.
As for Davis, Ohno is amazed
that his close friend will attempt
to make both speedskating
teams.
"That's near impossible, but
if there's one person that 1 think
could do it, it's definitely Shani
because he's so talented," Ohno
said. "I tell people it's like having a track cyclist go do road
cycling because it's two totally
different sports. It's crazy. I
don't know how he does it."
Davis' failure to qualify for
the World Cup short-track team
this year could actually work to
his advantage. He's been able to
focuson locking up his Olympic
spot in long track while building plenty of motivation for the

LARGE, DELUXE
1 BEDROOM APTS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!
$450.00 / MO. + UTILITIES
Many amenitiescall for details
445E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
4l9.352.0717

momentum was shifting], but
then we had that breakdown,"
Saints coach loe Marsh said.
"Momentum is a funny thing
It's real, make no mistake about
it, but sometimes the momentum shifts don't always have to
be cataclysmic."
For Marsh and his Saints, this
would prove true as the Falcons
struck back 3 minutes later as
Brandon Svendson tapped in his
fourth goal of the season to give
BG a 3-2 lead before Jonathan
Matsumoto found the net just
1:01 later.
Matsumoto took a blue-line
to blue-line pass and fired a
shot into the upper right corner
of the net to give BG another
two-goal lead.
Svendson's goal was all the
more impressive as the night
liefore he was carted off the ice
after a collision with the goalpost and then the boards.
He was released from the
hospital around midnight after
having precautionary measures
taken as the injury involved the

Davis undaunted by challenge

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses

the Falcons would have good
thoughts going into the break
when he notched the game-winner at 14:24 of the third period to
give BG a 5-4 lead.
His shot from the point
found the right side of the net
as SI.U goaltender lustin Pesony
appeared to be screened on the
play with Mike I'alk and Alex
Foster picking up assists.
Falk started the scoring on
the night for BG as he notched a
goal on the Falcon's first powerplay of the game at 10:59 of the
first period to give the Falcons
a 1-0 lead.
Derek Wliitmore then picked
up his first of two goals with
just 23 seconds remaining in the
period to give the Falcons their
early two goal cushion.
T.J. Trevelyan would singlehandily strike back for the Saints
when he notched his first two
goals of the night in the first 6:52
of the second to tie the game at
2-2. Trevelyan would later score
a short-handed goal to record
his third career hat-trick.
SLU appeared to grab the
momentum just as Clarkson
had done the night before, but
it wouldn't stick with them for
too long.
"I kind of hoped that |the
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short-track championships.
"He's fired up," Ohno said.
"He's really hungry, he really
wants it, and that can do a lot."
Davis should feel right at
home this week. He's been living in Marquette for several
years, training at the school and
taking classes during breaks in
his schedule. When his athletic
career is over, he wants to be a
teacher.
"I'm pretty fond of the place,"
Davis said. "I first came up here
as a senior in high school. I've
lived here when there's sunlight
for only four hours a day. It's
cold and windy and icy, but you
just get used to it."
He's also used to competing
in two sports. The 6-foot-2,185pound Davis is more physically
suited for long track, in which
the skaters race against the
clock on a much bigger track.
But short track seems to suit his
competitive nature better.
"When you're doing the same
thing over and over — just you
against the clock and not necessarily you against the other
skaters — it seems to get repetitive," Davis said. "Short track
adds a spark, a little spice, to my
regimen. I've always done both.
I don't care what other people
say."
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Bengals outlast in-state
rivalBrowns for victory

Procrastination can be bliss
SPORTS, FROM PAGE 7
tot of Browns players manage
— achieve success after they
leave. Even though he made the
Pro Bowl twice with Washington
and won a Super Bowl ring he
will always be remembered for
that single play that crushed the
spirits of an entire city.
11 p.m.: Madden Nation (ESPN
2)
This show chronicles the massive success of the Madden franchise of football games. Not only
does the show feature the best
players in the country playing in
tournaments, but they also have
celebrities square off against
each other for a little pride.
Hopefully we'll also get the kind
of insightful commentary that
only a crank like lohn Madden
can deliver.

Palmer struggles,
but Shayne Graham
keeps Bengals kicking
krJnta
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — With spectacular Carson Palmer well off his
game, a reliable running back
and a trustworthy kicker kept
the Bengals' playoff momentum going.
Rudi lohnson ran for a season-high 169 yards, and Shayne
Graham kicked a 37-yard field
goal on the final play yesterday for a 23-20 victory over the
Cleveland Browns that kept
Cincinnati in firm control of the
AFC North.
Cincinnati (10-3) reached
double-digits in victories for
the first time since 1988, its last
Super Bowl season.
An offense that scored 117
points in the last three games
with a high-tech, no-huddle
offense showed it can also grind
one out the old-fashioned way,
a handy thing for cold playoff
games.
With Palmer struggling to
complete throws in a northerly
wind, lohnson became the focal
point. The buriy running back
carried a season-high 30 times
and did most of the work in a
43-yard drive to Graham's winning kick.
The Browns (4-9) had a
chance to pull off an intrastate
upset, but couldn't stop lohnson
or overcome two penalties in the
closing minutes. Leigh Bodden
was called for interference and
illegal contact on Chad lohnson,
who had only two catches for 22
yards overall.
Palmer's performance was
by far his worst of the season:
13-of-27 for 93 yards with one
touchdown and one interception. He had season lows in
completions, yards and passer
rating (53.5), struggling to keep
up with a raw rookie.
In only his second NFL start,
rookie Charlie Frye kept the
Browns in the game. He made
only two mistakes: a pass intercepted by Deltha O'Neal, setting
up Cincinnati's second touchdown, and a throw that O'Neal
dropped in the end zone in the
fourth quarter.
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RUN RUDI RUN: The Bengals' Rudi Johnson breaks away from Browns'
Nick Eason during their 23-20 win over the Browns.
O'Neal's drop allowed the
Browns to tie it at 20 on Phil
Dawson's 29-yard field goal with
4:19 to go.
Gusts from die north turned
the stadium into a wind tunnel, made the goalposts gyrate
and provided another concern
for the Browns' rookie quarterback. He handled it much better than the Bengals' Heisman
Trophy passer from Southern
California
Frye grew up in northern Ohio
and was a third-round draft pick
out of Akron, which is a short
snowplow drive from Cleveland.
So he's dealt with a lot worse.
Wearing a black, white and

gray glove on his passing hand
to help him grip the ball, Frye
was on the mark in a low-risk
passing attack of short passes
and rollouts to avoid the rush.
He ran 3 yards on a rollout to
score on the Browns' first possession, raising the ball triumphantly with his right arm as he
crossed the goal line.
His 2-yard touchdown pass
to Steve Heiden put the Browns
up 14-7 and sent notice this was
going to be a typical BrownsBengals game, unpredictable
and up for grabs. He finished
16-of-24 for 138 yards with a
touchdown and his first interception.

OSU beats USC behind Davenport
Ohio State outlasts
the Trojans with big
second half output
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ohio
State center Jessica Davenport
made up for last week's bad
night on the boards with the
best rebounding game of her
career Sunday.
The All-American center had
a career-best 18 rebounds and
scored 15 points as the fourthranked Buckeyes beat USC 6857. Her effort came eight days
after Davenport managed just
three rebounds in an overtime
win against Boston College.
"Me getting three rebounds
is not helping out a lot," said
Davenport, who averaged 9.3
boards last season, second in
the Big Ten. "I'm capable of a lot
more than that"

Bundle Hoskins added 20
points for the Buckeyes (6-0).
Camille LeNoir led USC with
15 points, and Eshaya Murphy
added 14.
USC went on a 9-1 run early in
the second half and moved into a
39-all tie with 15:50 left. But Ohio
State pulled away from a 42-all
tie with eight straight points for a
50-42 lead with 10:43 remaining.
Kim Wilbum finished the run
with back-to-back layups.
USC (5-3) twice pulled within
three, the last time at 54-51 with
6:05 remaining. Chloe Kerrs
basket cut the deficit to four,
57-53, with 3:45 to play, but the
Buckeyes responded with an 8-2
run, and led 65-55 with 34 seconds to go.
"We've got to step up and win
games like these," Trojans coach
Mark Trakh said. "Eventually,
that will happen. We play every-

body tough, but we've got to go
past tough and get the win."
The 11-point final margin was
Ohio State's biggesl lead of the
game.

3 p.m.: Darts: Dester Classic (Fox
Sports Ohio)
I am a little leery of this program only because it takes place
in Las Vegas. The problem with
that is it might not feature the
rowdy one-time soccer hooligans that populate the Darts
shows broadcast from Europe. If
you haven't heard a room full of
200 beer-drinking middle-aged
men hoot and holler after someone gels three triple 20s then
you have not lived your life to
the fullest.
8 p.m.: NBA - Phoenix Suns at
Dallas Mavericks (ESPN)
This game will beabattle for second-best in theWfest, which frankly.
isn't anything to feel bad about No
one is going to topple the Spurs
until maybe playoff time. The fact
is people expected a big-time dropoff from both Dallas (hey. Its hard
not to be down on a team with $60
million stiff Erik Dampier at center) and the Amare-less Suns. They
have proved their doubters wrong
as Dirk Nowitzski has played himself back into MVP-caliber shape
and Dallas' swing men continue to
improve and the Suns arc still the
fun run and gun team they were
last year.
Honestly, how does Mike
D'Antoni not win coach of the
year when he had the inexplicably brilliant idea of putting
shooting-guard Boris Diaw at
center. Speaking of Diaw, how
do you think the 1 lawks like that
Joe lohnson trade now? Diaw
is not only outplaying Johnson
but he is making $11 million less
this season and came with two
first round draft picks. Picks that
will certainly be high seeing as
how Atlanta still sucks. Oh yeah,
and the Hawks selected Marvin
Williams over Chris Paul. Ouch.
830 p.m.: Dare to Dream: The
Story of the US Women's Soccer
Team (ESPN 2)
Not only do you get a chance
to watch a dramatization of a
women's sports team to serve
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11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Thursday
II a.m. - 12 a.m.
Friday
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Falcon's Nest Food Court
Monday - Thursday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. - 5. p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. -2 p.m.

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at
Starbucks

Starbucks
Monday - Thursday
Friday

.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

5 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Zza'sAIIDay
Monday - Thursday
Not open Friday

10:30 a.m.-2 a.m.

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

duty's Express Convenience Store
Monday - Wednesday
7:30 a.m. - I a.m.
Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 12 a ni.
Friday
7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Neighborhood Deli 6* Com/turns
Monday - Thursday
10:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Friday
10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

SK.3
■nTOal

SunDial Food Court
Monday - Thursday
Friday

7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Shadows Snack Bur
Monday - Wednesday
8 p.m. - I a.m.
Not open Thursday and Friday

7 a.m.»11 p.m.
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Hours:

n Ipm

3 a.m.: Scrabble Championships (ESPN)
After you've studied for your
final exam or maybe you're just
topping off a bender since your
final exam on Tuesday you have
to lake die opportunity lo witch
die Scrabble Championships. I
mean c'mon, it is Scrabble. Not
only that, but it is die best players
in the entire world... at Scrabble. It
doesn't gel any better than that
After thai gel some sleep, take
dial filial exam and then party
until yrai pass out and wake up
just in time for the Browns game
on Sunday.

The Buffet (fl Commons
QjMMONS Not open during finali week.

Campus Corners Restaurant
Not open during final* week.

Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.

Friday

Blink Swamp Pub
Monday - Thursday
Not open Friday

Bowling Greenery
Monday - Friday

Neighborhood Deli @GT Express
Monday - Wednesday
X p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Not open Thursday and Friday

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006

■

2 am.: import Racers (ESPN 2)
It's like Fast and the Furious
but not directed by a lobotomized monkey. This show hosted by the X-Game's Sal Masakala
highlights the increasingly popular import car scene. Mostly
young men spend a lot of time
taking Honda Accord's and retrofitting them into some of the
fastest and tightest turning cars
in the world.
Not only do they highlight traditional races, but also drag racing and drifting whose popularity has crossed over from lapan
into the United States. Drifting
deals with maneuvering through
a course by accelerating through
straight-aways and then using
the emergency hand brake to go
sideways around turns. If you are
a car enthusiast (there are many)
and can stomach Sal Masakala
(there are few) you should give
this show a try
10:30 p.m.: NBA - Houston
Rockets @> Ctolden State Warriors
(ESPN)
Here is your chance to see
one of the most overrated point
guards in the league (Baron
Davis) before his inevitable ankle
injury that sidelines him for
much of the rest of the season. It
is also probably one of your final
chances to see Jeff Van Gundy
before he gets axed in favor of
someone with more hair and can
actually win with a team featuring one of the best players in the
league, Tracy McGrady, and a 7
foot 6 inch player with incredible
shooting touch, Yao Ming
2p.m.:LumberjackCompctition:
Stihl Timbersports Series (ESPN
2)
Maybe it is because I'm a city
boy who has only chopped wood
once in his life but I am always
fascinated by the lumberjack
events on ESPN. The events are
unique, short and interesting so
it is an excellent way to put off
studying for 30 minutes.
7 p.m.: Real Sports — 35 Years of
Monday Night Football (HBO)
You've spent your whole life
watching it so you shouldn't
miss this retrospective on one
of IIBO's typically great sports
programs. Not only will you get
to see their humble beginnings,
but you'll have a chance to learn
just how crazy of a guy 1 toward
Cosell is and get to see a few clips
of the standard MNF crew try
and not express their hatred for
Dennis Miller live on the air and
instead laugh off all the jokes
they didn't understand in an
incredibly awkward way. If your

Monday, December 12, 2005 through Friday, December 16, 2005.

«Fully Furnished
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
* 24 Hour Maintenance
* On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

I

Thursday

lucky you may even get some
insight into how Frank Clifford
manages to handle Kathy Lee
after all these years.
8 p.m.: Inside the NFL (HBO)
This show is everything you
wish that Nil. shows on Fox,
CBS and ESPN were, and then
some. The best part is there isn't
a lohn Madden, Terry Bradshaw
or Chris Herman in sight.
8 p.m.: NBA—IX'iiver Nuggets at
Cleveland < Cavaliers
Two of the top three picks
(sorry Da rkol face off on national
television as LeBron's Cm face
Carmelo's Nuggets. Both teams
have been struggling of late and
both superstars have been hoggingtheball too much. I lowever,
any time you get a chance to see
top picks from what may, when
it is all said and done, go down
as the best draft in NBA history
you should take it.
Don't believe that it will happen
that way? Well not only did that
draft feature lames and Anthony
but also Toronto's Chris Bosh.
Miami's DwayncWade. Chicago's
Kirk Hinrich, Milwaukee's II
Ford, New Orleans' David West
Phoenix's Boris Diawand U-andm
Barbosa, Dallas' lost) Howard.
There were also some players
that may still break out big-time
including Darko Milkic, Chris
Kaman, Mickael Pietrus, Mike
Sweeney Nick Collison, Zoran
Planinic, Carlos Delfino, Kendrick
Perkins and Kyle Korver.
Women's Volleyball Semifinal
(ESPN 2)
I'm not sure who is playing this
semi-final match-up but there an
a few things to be certain about
— it's a chance to watch volleyball,
which is a sport that doesn't get
that much national exposure, and
it is a semifinal match so regardless of the competitors it is going to
IK top notch competition,
You know, in my fonnative years
I used to prefer beach volleyball
to indoor volleyball. I guess it was
probably for die obvious reasons
— there were girls in bikinis playing sports. I lowever, as I have gotten older I have realized that isn't
all it is cracked up to be. I guess I
am just over seeing women that
have been out in the sun so long
thai their skin looks like beef jerky.

fiiaU Week H«iur&

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.

Wednesday

as an inspiration for young girls
everywhere, a chance to see terrifically directed sports action
scenes and a chance to see a
story of will and triumph but
you get to see a reenactment of
Brandi Chastain's victory celebration.

Destinations
Not open during finals week.

StuJu H»rJ!

STATE
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Workers fight pay cuts School to remain closed
Delphi Corporation
files for bankruptcy
protection causing
employees to rally
DAYTON (AP) — Thousands
of people rallied in southwest
Ohio and central Indiana
against steep wage cuts proposed by auto parts manufacturer Delphi Corp., which has
filed for bankruptcy protection.
Workers say the proposed
cuts — from $27 an hour to
between Sit) and $12.50 — are
unfair, especially as Delphi has
given bonuses to managers and
other executives. United Auto
Workers officials have said a
strike against Delphi appears
increasingly likely.
At least 2.000 people rallied
Saturday in Ohio, where Delphi
has 13,000 workers.
"We don't choose these
fights, but we know when they
Come, Where do we draw the
line?" Larry Cohen, president of the Communications

Community to meet
and discuss how to
solve problem

Workers of America, told the Saturday edition.
The company employs 5,700
crowd in downtown Dayton.
"To the Delphi workers here people at five plants in the
and everyone else, there are Dayton area. It also has opera380,000 union workers in the tions in the Warren, Columbus
state of Indiana who will march and Sandusky areas.
One in three jobs in Kokomo
In this battle with you," Indiana
AFL-CIO President Ken Zeller is tied to manufacturing,
and the Howard
said at another rally
"We don't
County community
in Kokomo, Ind.
"You are not alone." choose these is poised to take a
heavy blow as its
Workers carried
fights, but two big employsigns that read,
"Delphi cooks the
— Delphi and
we know ers
books/Workers get
DaimlerChrysler
when they — eye layoffs or pay
BURNED,"
Delphi spokes- come. Where cuts.
man
I.indsey
Delphi has been
Williams declined do we draw operating
under
comment.
bankruptcy protecthe
line?"
Delphi
CEO
tion since October
LARRY COHEN,
Robert
"Steve"
and is seeking to
COMMUNICATIONS
cut hourly workers'
Miller told The Wall
Street Journal in an WORKERS PRESIDENT wages by more than
60 percent.
interview that he's
Based in Troy, Mich., Delphi
"starting with a whole-cloth
new deal, a new solution" to has about 6.000 employees in
try to craft a labor contract Indiana, most of whom work
with union workers. Miller did at the company's Electronics &
not offer details on his revised Safety Division headquartered
effort to lower worker costs, in Kokomo.
The company was foundthe newspaper reported in its
ed in 1999 as a spin-off from
General Motors Corp. With
185,000 workers worldwide,
Delphi is the nation's largest
auto supplier.

ADDYSTON, Ohio (AP) — An
elementary school that closed
last week because of health concerns stemming from a nearby
plastics plant will remain closed
for the rest of the school year,
officials said.
About 370 students from
Meredith Kitchens Elementary
School were relocated to three
other schools in the area last
week for what officials initially
said would be a temporary
move.
Three Rivers School District

OFFENDERS,FROM PAGE 6

Coughlin said he may change
the color because of pink's
association with breast cancer awareness groups.
DeBose said the legislature
has a responsibility to protect
Ohioans by enacting similar restrictions for some sex
offenders.

BG's Best

Stuffed Breadsticks!

Papa John's
For The
Holidays!
Take a break from finals."

440 E. Court St.-352-9638

r/MySi

Saturday, residents wondered
what to do with the agency's
report.
"The only thing EPA said is,
'You're dying, we can prove
you're dying, and we'll track
that," said former Mayor Gary
O'Connor.
The Ohio Department of
Health is planning to study
whether Addyston has a higher cancer rate than Hamilton
County, the state or the country. The department said it has
not seen evidence of short-term
health risks related to the plant.
Lanxess officials said they will
spend more than $1 million to
reduce emissions The project
will not start for 10 months.

Ohio protects its residents

PIZZ4

iwAJOHb

Superintendent
Rhonda
Bohannon said Saturday, however, that the students will stay
in those schools at least until
the summer.
"We won't disrupt them
again," she said. "That's my
decision."
Hitchens closed last week
after the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency found that
long-term residents in that area
had 50 times greater risk of cancer because of two chemicals
from Ianxess Corp. The plant
is across the street from the
school in Addyston, on the Ohio
River about 20 miles west of
Cincinnati.
In a community meeting

/

"Driving is a privilege and retroactive regulation aimed
not a right," the Cleveland at the worst criminals.
Other states have increased
representative said.
DeBose introduced the bill their monitoring of sex offendin April, where it has stalled ers to make sure databases
in committee. Coughlin have current addresses and
proposed it to the Senate in to keep some offenders away
November but said he plans from parks, playgrounds and
to substitute it in January schools.
Mississippi this year began
with new legislation addressing whether sex offenders can requiring registered sex
offenders to report
rent cars or drive
to a driver's license
company cars.
"I
don't
station every 90
Sex offenders
really like days to have a new
said the restrictaken and
tion could keep
it because photo
update residency
reformed crimiit doesn't and employment
nals out of jobs or
could hamper their
give people information.
Florida has startefforts to live nora chance
ed using tracking
mally in society.
devices for life"I don't really
to prove
monitoring of
like it because it
that they've time
some child molestdoesn't give people a chance to
changed." ers. Massachusetts
and Oklahoma also
prove that they've
WESLEY DIXON.
have passed bills
changed,"
said
RAPE CONVICT
to use the tracking
Westley Dixon, 34,
technology.
of Akron, who was
Tennessee is testing simiconvicted of rape.
Other offenders said license lar technology that alerts
plates wouldn't prevent sex authorities if sex offenders
crimes because those affected enter restricted areas, such as
by the restriction could find schools or victims' homes.
The technology allows
ways around it. They said they
fear the restriction could be parole officers to locate sex
extended to all of Ohio's 13,000 offenders using bracelets
sex offenders, even though it linked to satellite global posiis being proposed as a non- tion systems. Officers can be
notified if the bracelets are
removed or if the offender
enters a restricted area.
Ohio's 2006-2007 budget
includes funding for sexual
predator supervision using
the satellite systems.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
1 MEDIUM 1 ITEM

$5"
2 MEDIUM 1 ITEM

^^^

$io°° mim

BUY1
LARGE PIZZA
GET 1 FREE

at menu price

I

FREE

I FREE BREADSTICKS I
1

Hj with any large "
I STICKS P|Zza Purchase |

O3ne Coupon <£fo ■
P ar Purchase ^jp' ■
eip.12/31/05
|

MonJue&Wed: llanr-1:
Ihur,Fii& Sot: 1 lorn- 3:00om
Sun: Horn-!:30am

CHEESE
BREAD

with any pizza
purchase

One Coupon ,4tK|
Per Purchase ^y *

exp.12/31/05

I
,

One Coupon
Par Purchase

|

up. 12/31/05

CALL 353-MEGA [6342]^

'SS T

Caj«h, Checks:

I

WE ACCEPT CITY BUCKS!

—

Ont Coupon P«r Purchaee

Best Pizza 13

S5

5^203 N. Main «« °™™" 352-5166
^■■^

ANY 1 ITEM PIZZA
Your Choice:

Recycle your:

10" Small

Pizza Boxes & Beverage Containers
Other items accepted:
• Phone books

• Glass

' Junkmail

• Cardboard

• Steel Cans

1

Mixed Office Paper

• Brown Bags

•Aluminum Cans

1

Magazines/Catalogs

Books

■ Newspaper

$5.95 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4 pm • Lunch Fri • Sat • Sun

24 Hour Drop Off

1

Row!

Plastic Bottles

• Aluminum Foil

Green-Bar Computer Paper

• Scrap Metal

$5.00

12" Medium

$6.50

14" Urge

16"X-Large

$8.75

$11.00

Additional Items Extra
FmllU CMcfcan • 2 nams

5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
We have Stuffed Breadsticks
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA
203 N. Main

3S2-S166

1040 N. College Drive • For more information, go to: www.bgrecycling.com
Not V.ilicl With Any Oflrr • Olli't Expires 12 31 05

i

I

www.pltanellos.com i
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UNDERSEA EARTHQUAKE SHAKES INDONESIA
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — A powerful undersea earthquake shook Papua New Guinea early this morning, the
U.S. Geological Survey said. There were no immediate
indications of whether it caused damage, injuries or a
tsunami. The quake had an initial magnitude of 6.8 and
struck at 12:20 a.m., the USGS said.

Iran gives
US. offer
to build
nuclear plant
Washington unlikely
to bid on construction
of power station
By Nasser Kannii
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran opened
the door yesterday for U.S. help
in building a nuclear power
plant — a move designed to ease
American suspicions that Tehran
is using its nuclear program as a
cover to build atomic weapons.
The offer, which did not
seem likely to win acceptance
in Washington, was issued as
Israel said it had not ruled out
a military strike against Iranian
nuclear facilities.
"America can take part in international bidding for the construction of Iran's nuclear power
plant if they observe the basic
standards and quality," Foreign
Ministry spokesman llamid Reza
Asefi said in a news conference.
Asefi was apparently talking
about a 360-megawatt light water
nuclear power plant that the head
of the country's atomic organization said Saturday would be built
in southwestern Iran.
Iran also wants to produce
2,000 megawatts of electricity by
building nuclear power plants
with foreign help in soudiem Iran.
In Washington, neiUier the
State Department nor the White
House issued any comment on
the proposal.
The United States has accused
Iran of pursuing a nuclear weapons program and supporting
anti-Israeli militants. Iran says its
nuclear program is designed only
to generate electricity.

Iraqis begin
voting for
parliament
Borders close, curfews
begin as Iraq elects
representatives today

WORLD

British fuel depot explodes
Dozens injured in
blast as poisonous
fumes release into air
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HEME1. HEMPSTEAD, England
— Explosions ripped through
a major fuel depot north of
London yesterday, injuring dozens of people, blowing doors off
nearby homes and sending fireballs and massive clouds of black
smoke into the sky.
Policesaidtheblastsappeared
to be accidental, though they
occurred just four days after an
al-Qaida videotape appeared
on the Internet calling for
attacks on facilities carrying oil
"stolen" from Muslims in the
Middle East.
The powerful explosions, felt
throughout a large swath of
southeast England, also rattled
nerves in a country still jittery
after July's terrorist attack on
London's subway and bus system killed 52 people plus four
suicide bombers.
Residents said shock waves
destroyed indoor light bulbs and
cracked walls and ceilings.
"It was like a sonic boom," said
Danny Deacon. 25, who evacuated his wife and two young

children on police orders.
"Around 6 a.m., as we were
sleeping, there was a mighty
explosion — a thunderclap that
woke me up," said Neil Spencer,
42, who lives less than a mile
from the Buncefield terminal.
"It was fireball after fireball —
truly amazing."
The blast destroyed the front
door of photographer Haris
Luther's house.
"I thought the house had been
hit by lightning," Luther, 57, said.
"It sounded like an earthquake."
Most of the 43 people injured
were treated at nearby hospitals and released after suffering
cuts and bruises from shattering windows in Hertfordshire
county, about 25 miles north of
London. But at least two men
were hospitalized, including a
plant worker in serious condition, said Howard Bortkettlones, medical director of the
two local hospitals.
Noxious fumes from the fire,
which left some people coughing, also affected the large number of police who sealed off the
area and evacuated nearly 300
people to a bowling alley being
used as a temporary shelter.
About 25 policemen complained
of problems such as chest tiglit-

HtMtordshire Police AP Photo

INFERNO: This aerial photo made from video shot by the Chiltern Air Support Unit shows the scene of a
raging fire and pall of smoke after explosions at one of Britain's largest oil depots north of London.
ness and shortness of breath.
Hortkcll-lones said.
There were several blasts at
Buncefield terminal, which
stores 4 million gallons of gasoline, dicsel. kerosene and aviation fuel, and officials warned
that more could occur since it
will take days to extinguish the
inferno.

Panic buying of gasoline line could damage nearby riven
caused long lines at some local or streams.
The cause of yesterday's disasstations, but gas companies said
shortages were unlikely since ter was not immediately known,
there were no other problems said Total SA. the French oil comwith die country's refineries or pany that operates Buncefield in
with the manufacturing or distri- a joint venture with Texaco. The
British subsidiary. Total UK, said
bution of petroleum products.
Ibc Environment Agency said in a statement it was in contact
any leaking kerosene, oil orgaso- with police and security forces.

Four more die after plane crash
At one overwhelmed hospi- Africa's most populous nation.
The cleric in Abuja, lohn
tal, bodies were piled together
Onaiyekan, said 71 schoolchilPORT HARCOURT, Nigeria because of a lack of room.
Rescue workers pulled seven dren from the city's Ignatius
— Four people died after being
pulled from the wreckage of a survivors from the burning I.oyola lesuit ( iillege died in the
Nigerian jetliner that crashed aircraft, but state television crash, liiur others got off the
while landing in a storm, state reported that four later died. ptane when it made a schedtelevision said yesterday, rais- The plane's twisted, charred uled stopover in another dry,
ing the number killed to 107, wreckage lay in two parts as he said.
Paris-based aid agency
most of them schoolchildren investigators picked through
Medecins Sans Frontieres
the pieces.
coming home for Christmas,
PresidentOlusegunObasanjo said two of its international
The victims included an
canceled a visit to Portugal and employees were among the
American aid worker.
Airport officials directed fran- said he would meet with the dead: a French national and an
tic family members to morgues country's airline operators to American.
A top aviation ministry offiin this southern oil center as a discuss "much-needed reforms
Roman Catholic cleric in Abuja in Nigeria's aviation industry," cial. Tommy Oyelade. said
said 71 schoolchildren from presidential spokeswoman investigators had recovered the
that city's lesuit school died in Remi Oyo said in a statement. plane's flight data recorders, or
Saturday's crash of the Sosoliso The crash was the second major "black boxes," but the cause of
air disaster in seven weeks In the crash was not yet known.
Airlines DC-9.
ByurryernaGotMn

TH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Plane
crashes
off coast

SIM

A N-gonan passenger
iel carrying 110 oeople
crashed in Part Marcourt
Saturday Killing al least 103
people. Seven have been taken
to the hospital
NIGER

CHAD -

NIGERIA

z
V.

Acuia

—

o

Port
Harcourt i
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BRIEFING
Commander held
for village deaths
China's government yesterday announced the detention of a commander whose
forces opened lire on villagers protesting land seizures,
trying to defuse anger over
what could be the deadliest
use of force since the killings
around Tiananmen Square
in 1989.

At least 103
killed In
plane crash
CAMEROON

■

AP

Management Inc.

Now Rentinq for
2006/20
Call 353-5800

By Bassem Mroue
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq —Voting begins
today in hospitals, military camps
and even prisons across Iraq,
launching the process to choose
a new parliament that the United
States hopes can help quell the
insurgency so U.S. forces can
begin heading home.
Iraq's government announced
it will close its borders, extend
the nighttime curfew and restrict
domestic travel starting tomorrow — two days before the main
election day — to prevent insurgents from disrupting the vote.
"We are very prepared for the
elections, and we are highly
determined," Interior Minister
Bayan )abr said. "We hope that
everyone participates and that it
will be a safe day.... We are at a
historic juncture."
Voters will be choosing their
first fully constitutional parliament since the 2003 collapse of
Saddam Hussein. The 275-member assembly, which will serve
for four years, will then choose
a new government that U.S.
officials hope can win the confidence of the disaffected Sunni
Arab minority — the foundation
of the insurgency.
Although most of the 15 million eligible voters will cast ballots Thursday, soldiers, police,
hospital patients and prisoners
not yet convicted of crimes can
vote today starting at 9 a.m. (1
ajn.EST).
Officials said Saddam — who
is jailed and facing trial for the
deaths of more than 140 Shiites
in 1982 — has the right to vote
but it was not known whether
he would.
Suspected insurgents held in
US. or Iraqi detention but who
have not been convicted of an
offense would also be eligible,
Iraqi officials said.
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Visit On Line

www.meccabg.com

lEEX
11 illvl.il, Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
1 & 2 klnn. apts- / 1 hdnnTwnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air t !ondi(ion/Washer/Dryers
in 2/3 bdrm. Carports/BOSU
Bu- Shuttle

403/405 S. Church
2 Klnn Apt/ 2 Klnn Twnh
1 bach/close todowntown

Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Mon, 12/12 from 9:30am-11:30am @ Student Union
Mon, 12/12 from 11:30am-4pm @ Career Center
Tues, 12/13 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center
Wed, 12/14 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Thurs, 12/15 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Mon, 12/19 from 9:30am-1:30pm @ Career Center
Mon, 12/19 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union

The UPS
EARNAND

LEARN
Program
Get up to $23,000*
in College Education
Assistance!

215 E. Poo
Eff. Ibdrm/2bdrnu
Starting at 255/mo
Laundry on lite
I > minute walk t» campus
BOSU Bus Route

Tues, 12/20 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union

1ECCA

Wed, 12/21 from 12pm-4pm @ Career Center

Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
i Klnn/ 2 Kuhs dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Thurs, 12/22 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler employment opportunities,
apply online at: www.upsjobs.com

For additional infoimation,
please contact:
Bethany Speiser
(bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
ot Pete Ortiz
(shg1pwo@ups.com)
Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
Equal Opportunity Imployei
•Progiam guideline* apply

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
Ol 1045 N. Main St.

or check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing
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Cook lor hire
Experienced and willing, spent the
last four years cooking for 25-30
people, three meals a day. two
snacks and dessert. Did own
budgeting and menu'meal plans.
can save you lots of money.
Young and enthusiastic, please call
for more information.
Bonnie (419) 575-5250 (please
leave detailed message)

Need graduation tickets.
Will pay it necessary.
Call Chris 419/601-1234

Thr Wi Nc«» IWIMI ihc njN to decline.
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Help Wanted

Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

"»1 Spring Breah Wctnitel Low
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip tree1 Group discounts
lor6.www.SprlnoBreakDlscounta
com or www.LelsufeTourg.com or
800-838-8202
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S2991 Includes Meals.
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World, Road
Rules1 On Campus Reps Needed1
promocode: 32
wwwSpringBreakTravel.com
1-800 678-6386.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499' Travel With America's
Largest 8 Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals, Drinks.
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode: 32
www. Spring Break Travel com
1-800-678-6386

Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential, free & professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Personals
Still gift hunting? Try a magazine
subscription! 100s of hobbies & interests are rep. 8 they'll be reminded of your thoughttulness for a yr
Some recent prices: Reader's Digest $10. Wired $7. Pop Science
$8. Good Housekeeping $11, Field
& Stream $8, PC Gamer $9, Rolling Stone $7, US News S World
Report $10, Superman (comic)
$15. Mad Mag. $14. SportingNews
$9 Now accepting CC payments
thru PayPal Subscribe & you may
win drawing for an RCA Lyra MP3
player1 Email for details & latest
price list bestbuymag@yahoo.com

Relationship Issues?
Adjusting to college life?
BTjp . iota becanwt a prrten?

2 bdrm. House, W/D hookup,
storage shed. $550'mo. ♦ utll.
419-353-1556.
2 bedroom apt with 1 bathroom
$550/month has private parking.
419-350-8639
2 female subleasers needed immediately through August. The Enclave. Contact Kristin at
massikd@bg.net bgsu.edu or Ashlee
at 419-957-5412..
3 BR Ig. prof, or family house,
excellent location $895 avail, now.
419-352-5689

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided

Travel

1 or 2 BR apt Close to campus.
Grad student or mature undergrad.
Avail. mid-December.
Call Gary 352-5414

•"•ATTN: BSBA & IPC QRADS""
•"STILL LOOKING FOR
A GREAT JOB"*
FULL TIME-Entry Level-Sales &
Managers SSSALARY.COMM:
FULL BENEFITS$$ " Information
Sessions Mon, Dec. 12th at 12PM
& 6PM-SPACE IS LIMITED-CALL
TODAY Held at: 12401 Eckel Rd
Perrysburg. OH 43551"
""CALL TODAY 419-874-3575""
EOE M/F/D/V
Full/ PT photographer needed. HHI
South Carolina location, Will train
the right person, heavy photoshop
skills a plus, wkends & eves, working w; the public, no sales, pay
com. w; experience, to start ASAP.
Call: Rob or Sue at 843-290-0088
Get Paid To Drive a Brand NewCar!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a
month. Pick up your free car key
today, www.freecarkey.com
Part-time office help wanted lor
downtown B.G. CPA firm. Job will
begin in mid January. Knowledge of
Word and Excel helpful. Prefer applicants having one or two courses
in accounting. Please e-mail resume
to Charles@Slatercpa.com
WINTER BREAK WORK
Part-time counter help wanted.
Mornings and afternoons. Apply
1204 W. Wooster. 419-354-4494
WINTER BREAK WORK
$17.50 base appt
Special 1 -5 weeks program, flex
sched., work pt in spring or secure
summer work, all majors welcome,
all ages 17*. cust sales/svo.
conditions apply.
Call Today! 419-861.6134

For Rent
(Only)Buckeye Studios(2 yrs .old)
Student Housing Available for 2006
Monthly, Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes
all utilities & 25" TVAs low as
$425/mo. Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeyeinnandstudios com

3/4 br Apts. lor 06-07 school yr. 12
mo lease. Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 allowed. Call 419-3083525 10am- 10pm 619 High St.
4 bed house, w/d. a/c, 1 1/2 bath,
garage. 12 mo lease. Avail in May,
$1350'mo. Call 419/836-7674 or
419/360-6060.

For Rent
812 3rd St Close to BGSU,
newly painted, 3 BR, 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard,
$840.' mo *dep you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775
All rentals avail. Aug. 15,06. 1 yr.
lease, all close to BGSU. several 3
br. houses ranging from $750/ mo.
to $1200' mo. 2 br. apts. at $350/
mo. 1 br. apt. at $300/mo efficiency at $250/ mo. All excellent condition, some newly remodeled. Call
419-308-2458 or 419-686-3805
Available next school year
3 bdrm house
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061
Female Roomate/SubleaserNeeded
Jan-May S240 Mo.Unl 841 8th St.
Furnished 2BR, 2 baths,LR<Kitchen
419-260-6863
Gas heal paid, new carpet, close to
campus. 2 BR unfurnished. $600/
mo. Avail, immed. 419-409-1110.
Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street

419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenant's Desired
Houses'Apts for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S.Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 9 -3 M - F
www.bgaoartments com
Quiet tenants preferred
Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities,
phone, cable, and lurniture.
No Contract

"Houses and apts avail 06 07
school year (Multiple studs, unrelat-

Please Call 419-352-5211.

t

709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS
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for Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

l-BOO-829-8638

I
Allies in Mental Health, LLC
1B0 S. Main St, Suite 218 Bowling Green
419.354.AIMHI2464)

or Steve at
(419)352-1150
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From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
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Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
VMOTYfQUMi
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
28
32
35
36
38
39
41
43
44

-M-A'S'H' star
Squealers
Grade over max
Synthesizer man
Lamb's pen name
Packing container
Garden State address
Memento
Lips
CIA lorerunner
Annoying person
Used the pool
From within
Goal
Bricklayers
According to
Brand-name instr.
German noble
Fusses
Stored away
First name in jeans
Uprisings

46
48
49
51
53
55
56
58
60
64
66
68
69
70
71
72
73

1 tnc«p«r>
[__l SoutfiUam

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 t5£
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4:30 7:00 910
400 7 00930
5:10 720 9 30

JUST LIKE HEAVOKH-U) 5:00 710910
THE EXORCISM OF EMILY ROSE irs-131
4:00 7 00920
REOETEin-11)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
25
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
37
40

Out-of-control
Centers of attention
Accomplishes
Andre of the courts
New soldiers
Boxing great
Josip Broz
Authorization
False front
Suggestion
Prairie State address
University of Utah
team
Shipped
Salamanders
Addition figure
Ethical
Can opener
Separate
Current events sources
Badger State address
Involving warships
Exploding stars
Uses scissors
Relinquish
First Class, it's not

Crippled
Dupe
Shelter
Oscillates
Spore-producing plants
Follow closely
Average
Long penod ol time
Afternoon china
Construction piece
Golden State address
Nautical pump
Skier's ride
Wield needles
Passover dinner
Concordes
Tommie ol baseball

42 Arguers in a formal
setting
45 Title of respect
47 Less wet
50 Compass pt.
52 The Last Frontier
54 Classifies
56 Prevarications
57 Irish Rose's love
59 Points of a pens

61 Warble
62
63
65
67

Singer Brickell
Pierre's noggin
Mai de _
Tub
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Large 1 bdrm. Great location on
Main St. $500/mo. Price is negotiable. Contact Blair 419-409-0475.

Subleaser needed ASAP Close to
campus $197.50+ulilrties contact
419-366-6872 lor more info.

Subleaser needed
329 N Enterprise $200/mo ■» util.
Call Sara 419-494-9346

MOVE IN NOW- ONE MONTH
FREE 1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in serene park-like setting. Includes dishwasher, heat, water.
and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

Subleaser needed ASAP, 1 bdrm.
$425/ mo. •util. Close to campus
Call Beth at 419-352-3781.

Subleasers needed beg. of January
3rd St. $265/mo * util. cable
419-235-5186

Subleaser needed Jan - Aug. 10.
06. $285/mo. • utilities, Lg. bdrm
Close to campus.
Call (419)308-4204 for details.

The Windmill, 722 Clough St. 2 person lease. $480/ mo. util. includ.
Call John 419-733-6279.

RENT FOR MONTH OF JANUARY
FREE! Own room in a house. Only
$255 a month. A block from campus. Sublease from Jan. to May.
Call (248) 408-8742 for more info, or
email at ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Retired teacher and prolessor will
share house. 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call alter 7
and leave message. (419)352-5523.
Rooms For Rent 2 Blocks From
Campus In A Large House Call For
More Information 419-575-4530

(|>\l <[>M 'I'M (|>M (|>M 'I'M < >M 'I'M 'I'M "M

CONGRATULATIONS
TOPHIMUS
NEW EXECUTIVE BOARD

4iaP Shamrock Village
M Natural gas Fireplace

Beautiful
1 Bedroom. Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent
Excellent Location for
BGSU Faculty/Staff
s

650-700/month
plus utilities
0M

ywr

IMM

ni--.il!

WWW.IUCKtVflNHAHOSTUOIOS.COM

M Central Air
M Den/Office in some units
N 1 or 2 bathrooms
X Jacuzzi Tub in some units

«
«

Convienent Parking
Washer & Dryer Hook-up

M Kitchen includes dishwasher,

disposal, fridge, & stove
*| No town (ore

For more information, please call (419)35*1-0070 or (419)352-1520

•

President Heather Kovact
Vice President of Chapter Development: Lindsay Sanderson
Vice President of Cabinet Tiffany Gorby
Treasurer-. Sarah Hamen
Membership Director Monica Krlstek
Provisional Member Director: Megan DeVrolf
Secretary: Caltlin Spontelll
Panhel DeUgate Krlsti SulewsKl
House Manager Emily Granata
Scholarship Chair Karl Burmelster
Social Chair Llndsey CypteEj

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS
RetfrtNG eon fAii 2006
3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

"M "\ 'I'M 'I'M "M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I

S250/M0.
AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!

www.ineccabg.com
LOG ON TODAY
View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
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Air. STAMUM SEATING

DERAILEDim
145415700930
CHICKEN LITTLEICI' 003:00 5 00 7 009.00
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i Day Advance Ticket Sale*
CHRONICLES OF MANIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDR0IE |PC| I 00 2 00
J005 00 7 0080010DO
SVRIANAmi
1:454:30 71510:00
AEON FLUX|N-11)TX 3:15 5 30 7 45 10:00
TOURS. MINE ANO OURS IK)
100 3:10
520 7 309:40
JUST FRIENDS in-ll)1 05 3 20 5:3515010 05
RENT IPC-131
1204-157 10 10:00
WALK THE LINEin-tlll 15 4 10 7 05 1000
HARRT POTTER ADO THE GOUET OF
FIRElK-11) 12 30130 3:454 50 7 006:10
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I -2-3 Bedroom Apart me nls
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LBBBI
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2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month Full Year Lease

'

-■'

3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-575-2683

"Avail Now & istolyr 1. 2, 4 8 6'
bedrm apis/houses, great prices *
rooms low as $199.00 mo.
Call 419-353-0325 9am 9pm

avail.24/7 at 316 E. Merry «3 or
Cartyrentals.com

'

NOW RENTING
Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800

5 30730920

mfo@meccabg com • www meccabq com
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